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This paper is in two sections; the first of which looks at multiple clause constructions in 
Waima, covering juxtaposition, co-ordinate and subordinate conjunctions, complement 
clauses and direct and indirect speech.  It considers the structure and function of Waima 
conjunctions, and also any role they may play in discourse.  The second section turns to the 
discourse level and considers participant tracking and topicalisation.  The different 
participant types occuring in Waima narratives and the different devices used for tracking 
these participants are examined in turn. 
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List of Abbreviations 
1    first person 

2    second person 

3    third person 

cont   continue 

CAUS  causative 

IMP   imperative mood 

IRR   irrealis 

LIM  Limiter 

LOC  locative 

N   noun 

NEG  negative 

NP   noun phrase 

•   object 

pl   plural 

pr   present 

POSS  possessive 

PP   postposition 

ProN  pronoun 

Rel cl  relative clause 

Rel ProN relative pronoun 

s   singular 

S   subject 

SUBJ   subjunctive mood 

TOP  topicaliser 

TR   transitive marker 

V   verb 

VAL  valency changing marker 

VOC  vocative 

VP   verb phrase 

 

 

NOTE:  The verbal prefix glossed in this paper as IRR (irrealis) was originally glossed as f (future) in the 
Grammar Essentials, but it seems best to reanalyse it here as a mood.  The gloss of pr (present) has, for the 
moment, been retained, although it would probably be better classified as incompletive aspect. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
Waima is one of ten Austronesian languages in Central province and is spoken by approximately 12 000 

people in the Bereina district of the province, about 65 miles North West of Port Moresby.  It is surrounded by 

Bush Mekeo to the north, Mekeo to the east and Nara and Gabadi to the south.  Two smaller subdialects of 

Waima are Roro and Paitana. 

1.2 Aims 
This paper is written to fulfill SIL requirements for the Grammar Sketch paper.  It focuses on Sentence 

level constructions, in particular conjunctions and topicalisation, and on Discourse, looking at text structure and 

participant reference.  Both these areas were covered briefly in the Waima Grammar Essentials under Section 7 

Sentence level constructions, and Section 8 Discourse considerations, but are here updated and expanded as the 

result of further analysis. 

1.3 Data 
The analysis in this paper is based largely on a collection of 19 Waima texts; these include ten oral texts 

which were recorded and then transcribed with the help of a native speaker during April – June 1998, and nine 

written texts chosen from a larger corpus of texts produced in writers’ workshops over several years.  The texts 

were produced by a variety of speakers, both male and female and across a range of ages, and are also of a 

variety of genre including traditional narrative, current narrative, procedural and descriptive texts, a biography 

and a sermon.  Table 1 shows the texts used with their reference title, fuller title and genre type.
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REFERENCE ENGLISH TITLE TEXT GENRE WRITTEN/ORAL 

RN1 Noe’s garden Traditional narrative Oral 

RN2 Naime and the bamboo lady Traditional narrative Oral 

RN3 The boy who cried for the moon Traditional narrative Oral 

RN4 How to do tattoos Procedural text Oral 

RN6 Ma’oni ‘Oa’s life story Biography Oral 

RN7 How I became a teacher Current personal experience Oral 

RN8 What is truth? Sermon Oral 

RN9 How to make a canoe Procedural text Oral 

RN10 Trading story Descriptive text Oral 

RN12 How we make a bride price Descriptive text Oral 

Aiporo The man-eating pig Traditional narrative Written 

Beraura How the sun lost its strength Traditional narrative Written 

Maia Fish story Traditional  narrative Written 

Harima Story of a journey Current narrative Written 

Ta’u The man and the snake Current narrative Written 

Ka’a Our journey Current narrative Written  

Ahi Building a canoe Procedural text Written 

Ropa Making a garden Procedural/narrative Written 

Hehe Bride price Descriptive text Written 

TABLE 1: text types used as data for this paper 

In this paper the following notation is used to refer to the texts and to reference examples given from the 

texts.  First the reference (from the left-hand row of Table 2) is given, followed by the sentence number, as 
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given on the interlinearised texts in the shoebox database, eg (RN2:008) or (Aiporo:021).  Where an example is 

given from the Grammar Essentials paper this is indicated, and in the few instances where an example is taken 

from elicited sentences notation such as (JM1:45) is given, where the first number inidicates the data book and 

the second the page number. 

2. SENTENCE LEVEL CONSTRUCTIONS 

Sentences in Waima may be simple, consisting of a single clause, co-ordinate formed from two or more 

independent clauses, or complex where one or more dependent clauses are linked to at least one independent 

clause, often by subordinate conjunctions.  The structure of simple sentences is already amply covered in the 

Grammar Essentials, Section 6 Clause.  Here we focus on multiple clause constructions, in particular looking at 

how co-ordination and subordination are expressed in Waima and their function in relation to discourse 

considerations. 

2.1 Co-ordinated clauses 
Two clauses of equal weight are most commonly joined in Waima by simple juxtaposition, but there are 

also a variety of co-ordinating conjunctions which may be used to indicate more explicitly the relation between 

the two clauses. 

2.1.1 Juxtaposition 

The use of conjunctions in Waima is fairly infrequent.  It is much more common for clauses to simply be 

juxtaposed.  As many clauses only have implicit subjects and objects marked by verbal morphology but with no 

overt NPs this means texts may have strings of verb-only clauses. 

Juxtaposed clauses frequently encode sequential events, as is normally the case in narratives (1), but can 

also encode additive or simultaneous events (2) as there is no additive conjunction for clauses. 

 1) d,snu`,m` d,l`h dm` `h`q` d,lh`gn 
3-wrap-Tr 3-come his village 3-stay 

‘he wrapped it, came to his village and stayed’ 

 2) Ôdj` `mh`mh hqtu`,m` j,n,u`Ì`q`,m`+ dj` g`l`q` l,`,`Ìh,m` 
our food fire-3s IRR-2-ignite-TR, our rubbish IMP-1-take-TR  

  j,`,d`n j,`,mdÌd,m`” 
IRR-1-go IRR-1-throw 

“you light our fire (simultaneous) let me take our rubbish, I’ll go and throw it away” (RN2:050) 

Where the second of two juxtaposed clauses is in the irrealis mood then it often encodes purpose, (3). 
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 3) s,d,tgt,m` Ohmt,`h j,d,hqnqn 
pl-3-send-TR Pinu-PP IRR-3-preach 

‘they sent him to preach at Pinu’ 

There is a small closed class of verbs which are commonly used in juxtaposed co-ordinate clause 

constructions to show some kind of aspectual, temporal or directional meaning.  These verbs are Í`n ‘go’, Í

l`h ‘come’, Íot` ‘end’, and  Ím`ln ‘be good’, which in many instances have these full lexical meanings (4). 

 4) M`hld d,lhjhqh d,`n ln ond 
Naime 3-get.up 3-go LIM beach 

‘Naime got up and went to the beach’ 

However these verbs can also constitute a verb-only clause, ie with no NP verbal arguments and when 

juxtaposed with another clause they provide grammatical meaning, whilst the verb of that preceding clause 

gives the lexical meaning.  The aspectual meanings encoded by these verbs are as follows: dot` - 

cessative/perfective (5), d`n and less frequently dl`h – durative (6) and dm`ln – also perfective but with the 

added evaluation that the action finished well/when something was good (6) and (7).  Particularly in oral texts 

d`n may be repeated to emphasise the duration of the event, in a similar way to repetition of the lexical verb, 

and the final /o/ can also be elongated providing an intonational indication of duration, as shown in (8):  

 5) d,gtgt,m` d,`q` d,`q` d,ot` 
3-light-TR 3-burn 3-burn 3-end 

‘he lit it, it burnt it burnt it finished / he lit it, it burnt, it finished burning’ (RN1:004) 

 6) d,s`qns`qn g`q`h,m` d,`n d,m`ln 
3-sweep.sweep well-TR 3-go 3-good 

‘she swept, it continued, it was good/  she swept until it was good’ (RN2:015) 

 7) m,`,l`h m,`,Ì`ut,m` m,h,m`ln m,`,u`s`t,m` 
pr-1-come pr-1-sharpen-TR pr-3-good pr-1-smoke-TR 

‘I come, I sharpen it, it’s good, I smoke it/ I come and sharpen it until it’s good and then smoke it’ 
(RN9:021) 

 8) dm` gdÌ` d,g`q`,g`q` d,`n d,`n-n-n l`s`,m` q`qh,m` Ï`jh,m` 
his plot 3-cut-cut 3-go 3-go.cont.cont. wide-3s big-3s very-3s 

‘he cleared and cleared his plot until it was very big’ (RN1:003) 

The subject prefix is always 3s as the subject of the verb is the event or situation encoded by the preceding 

clause.  It inflects for tense as any other verb  When such clauses occur in a series of clauses they often function 

to indicate the temporal relation between the two events; they indicate the duration of the event in the preceding 

clause and also its relation to the subsequent clause.  Thus d`n and dl`h indicate that the preceding clause 

continues until the action or state of the following clause is reached (9) and (10), whilst dot` and dm`ln show 

that the following clause occurs after the preceding one has finished (11).  Sometimes a temporal conjunction, 

co-ordinating u`, or subordinating ltqhm`h is used together with dot` to emphasise the sequentiality. 
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 9) jdot,ln s,d,j`q`gh d,`n d,`n jdot l`gn` vdh`,m` s,d,u`unmt,m` d,ot` 
treasure-LIM pl-3-get.out 3-go 3-go treasure bilum there-3s pl-3-fill-TR 3-end 

‘treasure came out, on and on (until) the treasure filled that bilum, (then) it stopped’ (RN2:044) 

 10) e-veau e-ao e-rewa 
3-run 3-go 3-shoot 

‘it grew, it went, it shot / it grew until it shot’ (RN1:007) 

 11) e-hai e-pua nahu-na e-hinave-na… 
3-cry 3-end child-3s 3-say-TR 

‘she cried, it finished, she said to her child / after she cried she said to her child…’ (RN2:053) 

Similar to this aspectual use is the use of d`n to indicate direction or goal.  In this case, though, the subject 

of the verb is the object of the preceding clause. 

 12) h` otj` d,tgt,m`,jh` s,d,`n l`qdqd dj`,m` 
he book 3-send-TR-3pl pl-3-go study place-3s 

‘he sent the books (they went) to school’ (JM1.79) 

Whilst these aspectual and directional uses of these verbs would seem like suitable candidates for serial 

verb constructions, it seems that we don’t need to posit serialisation to account for them as they have no 

properties that distinguish them from ordinary juxtaposed co-ordinate clauses.  For instance they do not 

necessarily share one intonation pattern with the preceding clause, and negation and interrogation cannot have 

both verbs in its scope (13), each clause must be negated or questioned separately, just as with other co-ordinate 

clauses (13) -(18). 

 13) )`Ìh d,`q` d,ot` 
not 3-burn 3-finish 

‘it didn’t finish buning’ (JM2.52) 

 14) d,`q` ln `Ìh d,ot` 
3-burn LIM not 3-finish 

‘it (just) burnt (but) didn’t finish’ 

 15) `Ìh d,`q` '`ot`( 
not 3-burn (even) 

‘it didn’t burn (at all)’ 

 16) e-horoti-na-kia e-namo 
3-put-TR-3pl 3-good 

‘he put them properly’ (GE) 

 17) e-horoti-na-kia a’i e-namo 
3-put-TR-3pl not 3-good 

‘he put them, it wasn’t good / he did not put them properly’ 

 18) h` otj` u`hj` `Ìh d,tgt,m`,jh` `Ìh s,d,`n l`qdqd dj`,m` 
he book some not 3-send-TR-3pl not pl-3-go study place-3s 

‘he didn’t send the books (they didn’t go) to school’ (JM2:52)  

These verbs, especially dot`+ also seem to have an important function at the discourse level, creating cohesion 

with preceding text, sometimes together with tail-head linkage.  (see 0) 
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2.1.2 Sequential Conjunction: u`,  

U` connects two clauses which occur in temporal sequence (19).  

 19) m,h,`q` u` s,r,`,Ï`mh,m` 
pr-3-burn then pl-pr-1-dig-Tr 

‘it burns then we dig it’ (Ropa:002) 

It also occurs sentence initially, in which case it shows sequentiality in relation to the previous sentence.  It 

occurs very frequently in oral texts but is less common in written texts. 

Although u` shows sequentiality, this may sometimes be interpreted as implying causality, if the first event is 

seen as leading to the second, as in (20) and (21). 

 20) h` g`m` s,d,tgt,m` Ohmt,`h j,d,hqnqn- U` d,lhjhqh d,`n  
They Top pl-3-send-TR Pinu-PP IRR-3-preach. Then 3-get.up 3-go 

  Ohmt,`h d,hqnqn- 
Pinu-PP 3-preach 

‘they sent him to preach at Pinu.  So he went and preached at Pinu.’ (RN6.28-9) 

 21) vdh`m` l`hjnhm`h g`m` h` d,ud,m` hl`,m`,h+ u` h` j,d,gnqd `hj` `dÌd  
that all Top he 3-give-TR hand-3s-PP then he IRR-3-do us where  

  j,d,gnqnsh,m` 
IRR-3-put-TR 

‘all that, he (God) gave into his (Jesus’) hands, so he (Jesus) is able to put us [some]where’ 
(RN8:035) 

U` also functions at a higher level in discourse to mark a break from or return to the event line of a 

narrative.  A digression from the time line may be occasioned by any of the following: 

 asides (22)  

 22) d,l`h dm` hst,`h d,j`q`,Ì`t+ u` hst vdh`,m` g`m` l`qd` ı 
3-come his house-PP 3-come-up, then house that-3s Top chief’s_place  

‘he came, went up into his house, now that house was a chief’s place…’ (RN2:006) 

 a description of a newly introduced character (23), 

 23) s,d,`n `nm`h g`m` qdlnqdln vdh`,m` `n,m`,h g`m` u`uhÌd g` m`ln,m` 
pl-3-go during Sno Bamboo that-3s in-3s-PP Top woman one good-3s  

   Ï`jh,m` uth,m` q`qh,m` Ï`jh,m` l`sng` R`ln` u`uhÌd,m`- U` qdlnqdln 
very-3s hair-3s big-3s very-3s like Samoa woman-3s. Then bamboo 

vdh`,m` `n,m`,h d,j`q`gh- 
there-3s in-3s-PP 3-get.out 

‘while they were gone, in that bamboo was a very beautiful lady with very long hair like a Samoan 
woman.  Then she came out of that bamboo.’ (RN2:009-10) 

 an additional description of a previously mentioned place or participant which is 
necessary information for the next sequential event (24) 
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 24) H` mdh` s,d,`n g`t,jh` g`mnm` 'ı( s,d,`nsho`- U` `gh vdh`m` s,d,ghm`ud,m`  
but here pl-3-go Rel-pl Top (…) pl-3-wise Then canoe that pl-3-tell-TR  

tmt,m` d,lhjhqh 
hip-3s 3-rise 

‘but those who went from here, some were wise.  So they told (charmed) the ends of that canoe to 
rise up’ (RN10:022-23) 

 a recapitulation or summary of preceding events (25)  

 25) Hau ha mai vavi’e ha t-s-i-hawainive t-s-e-miaho aonai nahu-kia uahouaho-na 
man one with woman one pl-pr-3-marry pl-pr-3-stay during child-3pl girl-3s 

m,h,q`l` q`mhm`h g`m` `n,jh` m,h,m`ln onjhm` vdh`m` g`m` d,m`ln- M`gt,jh` 
pr-3-born when Top mind-3pl pr-3-good because that Top 3-good. Child-3pl 

j,d,g`v`hmhud g`m` Ï`q`,m` j`,s,d,`Ìh- Ï@n dm` onjh g` g`m` h` l`d`qhl` 
IRR-3-marry Top price-3s IRR-pl-3-take. Or his base one Top they people 

u`hj` djh` jdot u`hj` `u` s,d,`Ìh Ï`n l`d`qhl` u`hj` m`gt,jh` s,d,g`v`hmhud 
some their treasure some Perf pl-3-take or people some child-3pl pl-3-marry 

g`m` `honqn `djh` Ï`n Ï`q`jh` u`hj` sdudm`jh` sd`mh+ u` vdh`jh` 
Top pig leg-3pl or price-3pl some pl-3-give-TR-3pl pl-3-eat, then that-3pl  

Ï`q`jh` hgnqdjh` o`tm`h g`m` u`uhÌd m,h,q`l` g`mnm` `n,jh` m,h,m`ln 
price-3pl making because Top woman pr-3-born Top mind-3pl pr-3-good 
‘A man and woman getting married, while staying, when their daughter is born they are happy 
because that is good.  Their daughter will get married and they will get her price.  Another reason 
is they have already taken some other people’s treasures, or when some people’s daughters get 
married they gave them pigs’ legs or some price to eat, then because of that price making, when a 
daughter is born they are happy’ (RN12:001-3) 

 an expansion of (26), or addition to, a previously mentioned event (27) 

 26) hau hatia’a-na va ua-na ‘ao hina-na tainai mai g`l`,m` s`hm` hjnhjh`h 
man relative-3s then uncle-3s or mother-3s toward with father-3s toward all 

‘the man’s relatives: his uncles or from his mother’s side and father’s side, all of them’ (RN12:12) 

 27) v`ohq` g`m` h,`gt,jdÌd g`d` nt vdh`jh` m,`,`Ìh,m`,jh` u` m`d` 
axe Top Nom-hit-curve some fold there-3pl pr-1-take-TR-3pl then this  

`ghh,Ì`utÌ`ut `unln 
canoe Nom-sharpen.sharpen also 

‘I take some axes for cutting, those for digging, then also this for smoothing the canoe’ (RN9:002) 

 an explanation of an event (28) 

 28) h` gn`gn` s`hm`h utnm`h Ï`uh jhÌ` nunjh` t`gnl`jh` Ï`n h` `j` 
but tradition toward because word bad complete-3pl such-3pl or she work 

vdh`m` g`m` j,d,jnqnsh,`h,m` g`m` j,d,`n j,d,`n,ln j,d,q`uh- U`  
that-3s Top IRR-3-stand-VAL-TR Top IRR-3-go IRR-3-go-LIM f-3-night. Then  

q`uhq`uh g`m` g`sh`Ì` vdh`jh` jdot Ï`n lnmh 'ı( j`,s,d,u`q`qn,m`,jh`- 
afternoon Top relative there-3pl treasure or money (…) f-pl-3-collect-TR-3pl 

‘But according to tradition those type of bad words, or she will do that work until the evening.  
Then in the afternoon those relatives will collect the treasure or money…’ (RN12:027-28) 

 speech (29) 

 29) s,d,Ì`uh+ ÔH+ `u` l`hqh,m` s,d,g`q`,m`”- U` u`qht mdh` tmt,l`h,`h d,qhqh 
pl-3-say “Eh, PERF mairi-3s pl-3-cut-TR.” Then now here hip-1pl.excl-PP 3-down 

‘they said “eh, they’ve already cut her ‘mairi’ (pattern)”  Then now she went down our hips here’ 
(RN4:078-79) 

U` can occur either at the start of the digression, as in (22), (25), (26) and (27), or at the return to the eventline, 

as in (23), (24), (28) and (29). 
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In conversation u` is also used in turntaking to commence the turn of a new speaker.  In contrast to h` (see 

below) which is also used in this way, u` is often used to indicate that this interruption, question or comment is 

a continuation of the directly preceding topic or the topic from a few turns ago. 

 30) SPEAKER A: s,`,g`h,Ï`qh d,`n d,q`uh 
  pl-1-cry-die 3-go 3-night 

SPEAKER B: U` mdh`,jh` Ï`jn,lh mdh`,jh` l`hqhl`hqh,jh`+ u`hj` g`m` `s`,jh` 
  then here-3pl neck-2pl here-3pl mairimairi-3pl some Top name-3pl  

t`gnl`,jh` `g`Ìh> 
such-3pl no 
A:  “we cried a lot until evening” 

B:  “So here on your neck here is ‘mairimairi’, are there some names like that (for others)?” 
(RN4:073-74) 

2.1.3 Contrastive Conjunction: h`, ` 

H` or its reduced form ` connects two clauses which contrast in some way.  As with u`+ it is more frequent 

in oral texts than written texts.  The contrast may be in one or more of the following areas: subject or object of 

verb, time, place, action, or polarity of clause.  This contrast can be used for emphasis (31) and (32), or to 

clarify a constituent by saying ‘not x, but y’, especially if the assertion is unexpected, (33) (cf also 

contraexpectation below). 

 31) H`qd g`m` `s`v`,m` m,h,g`h,`h,m` h` G`md g`m` `Ìh d,g`h `ot`- 
Iare Top spouse-3s pr-3-cry-Val-Tr but Hane Top not 3-cry ever 

‘Iare cried for her husband but Hane never cried.’ (RN2:036) 

 32) `mdo`j` `Ìh m,d,hg`,m` h` s`u`,ln vdh`,m` j,d,`Ìh,m` 
old not pr-3-see-Tr but thing-Lim that-3s IRR-3-take-Tr 

‘the old man didn’t look but just took the thing’ (Ta’u:006) 

 33) u`uhÌd vdh`,m` d,g`h g`m` l`g`,m` udh `g`Ìh+ h` jdot,ln s,d,j`q`gh 
woman there-3s 3-cry Top eye-3s water not, but treasure-LIM pl-3-get.out 

‘when that woman cried not tears but just treasure came out’ 

Where the contrast is between subjects, it is often used to reintroduce one participant and dismiss the other, 

either permanently or temporally. Thus in (34) the topic switches from Noe to the banana, and in (35) the 

fisherman is dismissed and not mentioned again, whilst the event line continues with the fish. 

 34) dm` `h`q` dlh`gn h` o`hÌdq` ln dg`h- Dg`h dot` 'ı( dm` gth d`Ìhm` 
his village 3-stay but banana LIM 3-cry. 3-cry 3-end (…) his song 3-take-TR 

‘(Noe) stayed in his village but the banana cried.  He (banana) cried and then he started his song’ 
(RN1:009-10) 

 35) M`jt g`t,m` dm` v`qn `u`d`,m` d,udqhÌ`tm` h` l`h` d,`n `s`v`,m` l`h 
hook man-3s his rope nothing-3s 3-pull_up but fish 3-go spouse-3s and 

  m`gt,m` gdqd,jh`,h 
child-3s near-pl-PP 

‘the fisherman pulled his line up empty but the fish went to his wife and children’ (Maia:009) 
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H` can also show contrast between expectation or desire and reality.  There may be an explicit concession 

and counterexpectation, as in (36) or the expectation can be part of assumed shared knowledge .  For instance in 

(37) the assumed result of bringing up children for a village would be for a good bride price to be paid, but this 

is not explicitly stated; h` signals that the lack of payment is counterexpectation, given the action of the 

preceding clause.   

 36) l`qd` u`hj` g`m` j`,g,`,d`n g`m` d,m`ln h` t`Ì` g`t o`hqho`hqh u`hj` 
church some Top IRR-Incl-1-go Top 3-good but there man stupid some 

t`Ì` j`,g,`,hg`,m`,jh` 
there f-Incl-1-see-TR-3pl 

‘it’s good to go to some churches but we will see some stupid people there’ (RN8:47) 

 37) u`uhÌd mdh`,m` g`m` 'ı( `u` m`gt,lh dlh `h`q` d,njn,m` h` Ï`q`,m` 
woman here-3s Top (…) Perf child-2pl your village 3-decorate-TR but price-3s 

  `Ìh d,m`ln 
not 3-good 

‘this woman has already born children for your village but her price is not good’ (RN12:033) 

Where h` occurs sentence initially the speaker may be assuming that the addressee holds a certain 

expectation, without even a preceding clause to foster an expectation as there was in (37).  In (38), A, the 

questioner had previously told B not to open the house door while he was away.  When A returns he asks the 

question ‘what did you do while I was away’. When answering a question, B assumes that, rather than being a 

genuine content question, A is implying that he thinks B has done what he was told not to do, so he starts his 

reply with h` to counter this assumption, (even though it is in fact a correct assumption and he is guilty of 

contravening the command!) 

 38) A: QUESTION: nh s`u` nu`u`hm`> 
  you what 2-make-TR 

B:ANSWER: H` s`u` `g`Ìh 
  but thing not 

‘Q:What did you do?  A: But nothing’ (RN3:014) 

H` is used quite commonly together with utnm`h so that the counterexpectation is explained.  In (39) it has just 

been stated that the boy speared the pig, so it is expected that their fight would stop. 

 39) h` `honqn g`t,m` d,o`ghgh utnm`h `Ìh d,s`h,m` 
but pig skin-3s 3-strong because not 3-fit 

‘but because the pig’s skin was tough he wasn’t able to (pierce him)’ (Aiporo:033) 

Sentence initial h` can also mark a new turn of events, which may depart from the desired or expected, or 

where a new factor must be taken into account.  For example in (40) the fish has gone to look for food and after 

an initial failure now appears to have found some, so the expectation or desired result is that he can take the 
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food home for his family.  However a new, previously unknown factor is now introduced to the story, namely 

that the food is actually bait with a hook in, and this fact will change the ensuing course of events.   

 40) H` `Ìh d,Ìhnuh,m` l`h` o`o`,m` vdh`,m` `n,m`,h g`mnm` m`jt 
but not 3-know-Tr fish small-3s that-3s in-3s-PP Top hook 

‘but he didn’t know that in the small fish was a hook.’ (Maia 006)  

In descriptive texts h` can mark the start of describing a different aspect or the ‘other side of the coin’.  For 

example in (41) there has been a description of when the price is good and then it turns to what happens if it is 

not good.  In these cases h` commonly is reduced to `.  It seems that sentence initial A is fairly consistently (6/8 

occurrences) used to mark a new turn of events or new section but at this stage there is not enough evidence to 

posit this as a separate conjunction with a wider scope than ia.  Waima speakers also seem to regard them as 

being the same. 

 41) @ gdgd s,r,d,hg`,m` hg`,m` `Ìh d,m`ln g`q`h 'ı( s,r,d,ghm`ud jhÌ`,m`,jh` 
but bride.price pl-pr-see-TR see-TR no 3-good well (…) pl-pr-3-say bad-TR-3pl 

‘But when they see the bride price is not good enough (…) they scold them’ (RN12:033) 

In many instances one of the two clauses connected by h` contains the limiter ln.  This may occur to 

emphasize the contrast or counterexpectation, (‘but only’), for example (32)and (33), or to form an adversative 

‘but even/still’ (although) (42) (see also 1.2.1.1.1.2.2 q`mhm`h for concessive constructions with mo). 

 42) @t `nsho` t`gnl`,jh` g`m` gdqd,Ìt,`h `g`Ìh- H` ln lhnqh o`o`,jh` s,d,gnqd 
I knowledge such-3pl Top near-1s-PP no. But LIM boy small-3pl pl-3-put  

  s`utq`  s,d,ud,m`,Ìt 
strength pl-3-give-TR-1s 

‘I didn’t have knowledge of these things but still the small boys were able to give me strength’ 
(RN7:014-15) 

In conversation h` can be used for turntaking purposes.  Unlike u` it seems that it indicates the new 

speaker’s comment or question departs in some way from that of the preceding speaker, introducing a new 

thought 

 43) SPEAKER A: d,qhqh g`m` jnhnjnhn d,ot` mdh`,m`- 
  3-down Top koiokoio 3-end here-3s 

SPEAKER B: H` g`g`q`,lh g`m`> 
  but chest-2pl Top 

‘A: it goes down, the koiokoio (pattern) stops there.  B: But what about your chest?’ (RN4:081-
82) 

2.1.4 Disjunctive Conjunction: Ï`n 

Ï`n is used to conjoin alternatives which can be either mutually exclusive or just two of a range of options:  
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 44) `t s`u` u`hj` `,q`nm`,m`,jh` g`m` o,`,l`qdqd g`q`h Ï`n `j` m`ln,m`  
I thing some 1-think-TR-3pl Top SUBJ-1-study well or work good-3s 

  o,`,`Ìh,m` 
SUBJ-1-take-TR 

‘I thought some things, should I study well or get a good job’ 

It is most commonly used to conjoin phrase level or lower constituents such as numerals, PPs, NPs, where it is 

placed between one or more of the conjoined items (45). 

 45) `gh onjh uhs` j,d,g`q`+ hl`+ u`mh+ Ï`n `hg`t 
canoe base how.many IRR-3-cut, five, four or three 

‘he will cut how many canoes, five, four or three’ 

However it is also used for conjoining clauses (46).  

 46) l`tqh `u` j,`,`Ìh,m` Ï`n s,r,h,Ình`gh,m`,j` 
life already IRR-1-take-TR or pl-pr-3-deceive-TR-1pl.incl 

‘will I get life or are they deceiving me?’ 

It is frequently used to join two ways of saying the same thing.  This may explain why Ï`n+ like u` and h`+ is 

far more frequent in oral texts than written texts; it is used when a speaker refines or alters how he has said 

something, and such rephrasing is more common in speech where text is generally less prepared.  

 47) s,d,tgt,m` Ï`n snÌt s,d,u`sng`,m` h` g`m` s,d,tgt,m` Ohmt,`h j,d,hqnqn 
pl-3-send or meeting pl-3-confirm-TR he Top pl-3-send Pinu_PP IRR-3-preach 

‘they sent him or the meeting agreed and sent him to Pinu to preach’ (RN6:034) 

In oral texts it often occurs with the sentence final adverb t`gnl`m` ‘such like’: 

 48) dÌt mt`s`d g`m` `j` g` o,`,`Ìh,m` Ï`n t`gnl`m` 
my desire Top work one SUBJ-1-take-TR or such.like 

‘I wanted to get a job or something’ (RN7:008) 

It is used frequently as a tag question with a second  clause of opposite polarity to the main question. The 

predicate of the second clause (49) or the entire clause may be omitted, and just implied by the conjunction Ï`n. 

 49) U` j`,g,`,q`nm`,m` Ï`uh sng`,m` Ï`n `g`Ìh> 
Then IRR-Incl-1-think-TR word true-3s or no 

‘so we must think, is this true or not?’ (RN8:030) 

 50) j,n,lh`gn Ï`n> 
IRR-2-stay or 

‘will you stay or (not/go)?’ (G.E.7.2.2) 

2.1.5 Comitative Conjunction: l`h 
The form l`h is not a clausal conjunction but is worth mentioning briefly here as it is used to conjoin a 

variety of non-clausal constituents.  Reflexes of l`h are found in many Oceanic languages encoding comitative 

notions.  In Waima it is chiefly used to connect NPs but may also connect two VPs which have the same 

subject, same tense and which are often semantically related. 
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 51) h` d,`mh`mh l`h d,hmt 
he 3-eat and 3-drink 

  ‘he ate and drank’  

 52) h` d,mt`s`d j,d,gth l`h j,d,v` 
he 3-want IRR-3-sing and IRR-3-dance 

‘he likes to sing and dance’ 

With NPs it is used show simple co-occurrence or to indicate possession (53) 

 53) g`t `s`,m` G`l` @qnu` g`m` l`h dm` qnqh 
man name-3s Hama Arova Top with his car 

‘a man named Hama Arova had a car’ (Harima:002) 

Here the possession is ownership, but l`h can also be used to give a quality or characteristic possessed by 

another NP.  It often functions as a manner adverbial by encoding the manner in which an action was carried 

out as a (temporary) property of the agent.  The inalienable agreement at the end of the N thus agrees with the 

agent. When the N is a nominalised verb it shows that the two actions were done simultaneously.  Example (54) 

shows l`h used to co-ordinate two NPs as well as in this latter possessive function. 

 54) d,`n `s`v`,m` l`h m`gt,m` gdqd,jh` l`h notdqd,m` d,shu`g`ı 
3-go spouse-3s with child-3s near-3pl with anger-3s 3-say… 

‘he went to his wife and children (and) with his anger he said …’ (Maia:009) 

The form l`h only rarely joins two subject NPs together; it is more commonly used to co-ordinate object 

NPs.  This may be because l`h seems to indicate that the NPs are of equal topicality, and with a joint subject 

one of the participants is usually more topical than the other so a different method of conjunction is necessary.  

(see 0 for further comments on the use of l`h in contrast with ngh ‘both’.) 

2.2 Subordinate clauses 
Subordinate clauses are governed by various subordinate conjunctions, by a distinct relativizer in some 

relative clauses, and by a null complementizer with verbs of cognition.  In clauses containing clause final 

subordinate conjunctions the conjunction shares the same intonation curve with the dependent clause and there 

is a pause after the conjunction.  The intonation is level or rises slightly at the end in comparison with 

independent and sentence final clauses which have a final drop in pitch.  With embedded clauses such as 

relative clauses the whole clause often has a higher pitch than the matrix clause (Phonology Essentials p18).   

2.2.1 Subordinate conjunctions 

Subordinate conjunctions may be divided on the basis of morphological form into true conjunctions and 

those which are postpositions having a clausal complement instead of an NP complement.  They can then be 

further classified semantically according to whether they mark relation or argumentation. 
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2.2.1.1 Postpositional conjunctions 

2.2.1.1.1 Relation 

2.2.1.1.1.1 Sequential: Ltqhm`h 

Ltqhm`h ‘after’ is formed from ltqh ‘behind’ ,m` ‘3s genitive agreement and ,'`(h, ‘oblique postposition’.  

It can take either a NP complement or a clausal complement. In the second instance the clause functions as a 

dependent presupposed temporal adverbial to the main clause (57). With an NP complement it may show 

temporal (56) or spacial location (55). 

 55) v`dg` g`m` hst ltqh,m`,h 
dog Top house behind-3s-PP 

‘the dog is behind the house’ (JM1.24) 

 56) s`st ltqh,m`,h qhsh s,d,tst 
feast behind-3s-PP dish pl-3-wash 

‘after the feast they washed the dishes’ (JM2.50) 

 57) j`,g,`,`q`h o`o`,m` ltqhm`h j`,g,`,`Ìh`Ìh g`q`h,m` 
IRR-IN-1-rest little-3s after IRR-IN-1-taketake well-Tr 

‘after we rest a while we straighten it properly’ (Ahi:005) 

It is important to note the intonation pattern used with ltqhm`h, as not all instances of its occurrence 

function as subordinating conjunctions even when it refers to a clause rather than having an NP complement.  

When it functions as a conjunction ltqhm`h is clause final, and like other clause final subordinate conjunctions 

such as `nm`h (while), q`mhm`h (when), utnm`h (because) and o`tm`h (because) it shares the intonation curve 

with this dependent clause (58); a pause can occur after it and before the independent clause, but not between it 

and the clause it is marking as dependent. 

 58) @,q`nm`j`ud ot` ltqhm`h+ s,`,lh`gnı 
1-repent end after, pl-1-stay 

‘After I repented we stayed…’ (RN7:011) 

Where ltqhm`h is preceded by a pause it is in effect separated intonationally from the preceding clause, and 

functions as a temporal adverbial at the start of the next clause, like ‘afterwards’ (59).  It still refers to the 

preceding clause as the genitive agreement marks it as relating to a specific point in time, which is given by this 

clause.  However, rather than signalling grammatical subordination, it is a temporal adverbial, placed clause 

initially to provide temporal cohesion with the preceding clause. 
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 59) Vdh`,m` `mh`mh vdh`,jh` o`o`,jh` g`mnm` `h`q` g`t,jh` d,ud,m`,jh`+ Undq` Ï`n 
There-3s food there-3pl small-3pl Top village man-3pl 3-give-TR-3pl, Voera or 

Jnqdo`s` g`t,jh` t`gnl`,jh` d,ud,m`,jh`+ ltqhm`h g`mnm` dm` jngt 
Korepata man-3pl such-3pl 3-give-TR-3pl afterwards Top his property  

vdh`,jh` s,d,v`sd,m`,jh` 
there-3pl pl-3-distribute-TR-3pl 

‘there he gave out those small foods to the village people, he gave them to Voera or Korepata 
people like that, afterwards they distributed his property’ (RN10:002) 

Thus it is possible to have it co-occuring with the co-ordinate conjunction u` ‘then’ (60).   

 60) m,`,g`q` `ot`,m` g`m`+ u` ltqhm`h g`m` m,`,Ìthm`- 
Pr-1-cut finish-TR Top then afterwards Top pr-1-chop 

‘I cut it (with knife to mark it) then afterwards I chop it (with axe)’ (RN9:003) 

In written texts it is obviously hard to distinguish these two uses unless punctuation is used, but in spoken texts 

it seems that this adverbial use is in fact more common than its conjunctive use; this again may be because 

embedding is less frequent in oral texts.  In this adverbial function ltqhm`h thus contrasts with ltqh`h which 

has no genitive agreement and is indefinite or non-referential, meaning ‘later’, (61). 

 61) S`d`q` m`ln,m` 'ı( onjhm` ltqh` g`mnm` ghm` g`l` j`,s,d,lh`gn g`q`h 
road good-3s (…) because later Top mother father IRR-pl-3-stay well 

‘It’s a good way because later the mother and father have a good life’ (Hehe:016) 

Although both ltqhm`h and the co-ordinating conjunction u` ‘then’ are used to show temporal sequence, 

they differ in usage. Ltqhm`h forms a subordinate clause which usually encodes background or presupposed 

information, whereas u` is co-ordinate, so the sequential events are of equal weight.  Ltqhm`h can therefore be 

used after tail-head linkage, because the repeated clause is already known information, (62) (this also applies to 

(58) above). 

 62) gt`qh vdh`m` d,nqd- Gt`qh vdh`m` d,nqd ltqhm`h g`m`+ hqnqn 
war there-3s 3-finish. war there-3s 3-finish after Top, preach  

  g`t,jh` u`hj` s,d,l`h 
man-3pl some pl-3-come 

‘…the war ended. After the war ended, some pastors came’ (RN6:007-8) 

In written procedural texts m.j,dot` ltqhm`h ‘after it is finished’ is used  to mark section boundaries, such 

that the actions occuring within the sections form a more tightly bound sequence of events, (63) and (64) 

 63) s,r,`,gtgt,m` m,h,`q` u` s,r,`,Ì`mh,m` m,d,ot` ltqhm`h u`uhÌd s,r,h,l`hı 
pl-pr-1-burn-TR pr-3-burn then pl-pr-1-dig-TR pr-3-end after women pl-pr-3-come 

‘we burn it, it burns, then we dig it, after it’s finished the women come’ (Ropa:002) 
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 64) l`sht+ s`qhl`+ v`qn j`,s,d,Ìnqt j,d,ot` ltqh,m`,h g`mnm` `gh 
Wood outrigger rope IRR-pl-3-ready IRR-3-end behind-3s-PP TOP canoe  

  ln j`,g,`,uhqh,Ì`tm`- 
LIM  IRR-incl-1-tie-up 

‘the wood, outrigger and rope are ready, after it’s finished then we will tie up the canoe’ (Ahi:007) 

Within the sections u`  or adverbial ltqhm`h on its own may be used.  This suggests that ltqhm`h when used 

as a conjunction marks a greater gap, either temporal or in semantic relatedness, between events, than u`, at 

least in procedural texts.  In the biographical text, too, ltqhm`h is seen to mark section boundaries showing 

significant changes in the man’s life; (62) marks the beginning of his studies under the pastors and (65) marks 

the transition from working life to retirement.  Thus it is used to indicate relatively greater discontinuity 

between the preceding and following material than u`-  

 65) Pinu-ai e-miaho, murinai 1986 hanona e-arai 
Pinu-PP 3-stay afterwards 1986 Top 3-rest 

‘he stayed at Pinu, afterwards in 1986 he retired’ (RN6:040) 

However these are not such clear examples, as (62) can be explained by its use after tail-head linkage, and (65) 

is in fact the adverbial use of ltqhm`h.  In addition not all section boundaries in the text are marked in this way-  

Ltqhm`h and u` also differ in their frequency of occurrence.  In written procedural texts ltqhm`h is quite 

common, being used to mark the closure of sections of closely related events as mentioned above.  In oral texts 

ltqhm`h is less frequent, and u` is far more frequent.  This is because co-ordinate structures are often preferred 

in oral texts.  In oral narrative ltqhm`h is very rare.  Section boundaries in narratives, both oral and written, are 

marked instead by the temporal NP q`mh g` ‘one day’. 

2.2.1.1.1.2 Simultaneity 

When two events overlap for at least part of their duration two different Waima subordinating conjunctions 

may be used to indicate the type of relation between the two events 

1-1-0-0-0-1-0 @nm`h ‘while’ 

Like ltqhm`h ‘after’, `nm`h is also formed from a locative `n ‘in’, third singular genitive agreement 

morphology, and the postposition Í'`(h and can take either an NP complement, (66), or a clause complement, 

(67) and (68). 

 66) ÏntÌnt `n,m`,h g`m` udh 
bowl in-3s-PP Top water 

‘in the bowl there is water’ 
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 67) Sdq`qt` s,r,h,Ï`uhÌ`uh `nm`h g`m` H`qd d,l`h 
both pl-pr-3-say_say while Top Iare 3-come 

  ‘while they were talking, Iare came’ (RN2:024) 

Here again we can see that a similar structure is used to locate a point both in space (usually when it takes 

an NP) and time (normally with clausal complements).  In this latter case anm`h is commonly used to mark the 

dependent clause as a background event continuing over a span of time during which a punctiliar event (67) or 

event of shorter duration (68), encoded in the independent clause, occurs.  The agreement refers to the 

dependent clause, and it is ‘in’ this event that the independent clause occurs. 

 68) `,lh`gn `u`d` `nm`h g`m` `h`q` q`nm`,jh` s,d,u`,q`nm`q`nm` 
1-stay nothing while Top village thought-pl pl-3-caus-worry 

‘while I was staying doing nothing, village (people’s) thoughts made me worried’ (RN7:007) 

@nm`h also occurs sentence initially in which case it is an temporal adverbial providing a cohesive link to 

previous events.  Unlike the conjunction, it has a wider scope than just the the preceding clause, often placing 

the event within a more general time span covering several preceding clauses (69), or even an indefinite stretch 

of time, not defined by the narrative.  Thus in (70) `nm`h does not refer to the time span covered by previous 

events but more generally to ‘at some time while the participants were staying.’ 

 69) utnm`h u`uhÌd d,ghm`ud,m`jh`+ Ô ÌHqd l`g`l`g`,m` g` s,n,l`h`h,m`+
 `s`v`,Ìt  
adb`trd vnl`m 2,sdkk,SQ,2ok    l`s mdv,2r nmd ok,1,aqhmf,SQ rontrd,0r 

  `q`,m`,h j`,s,n,`u`qh,m`-” U` Ïhqd g` l`g`l`g`,m` s,d,`Ìh,m` s,d,
l`h+ g`t  
gd`c,2r,OO HQQ,ok,1,roqd`c,SQ `mc l`s nmd mdv,2r ok,2,s`jd,SQ
 ok,2,bnld l`m 

  `q`,m` s`h,m`,h s,d,`u`qh,m`- ÔL`gn` l`g`l`g`,m` g` j`,s,n,l`h`h,
m`+  
gd`c,2r snv`qc,2r,OO ok,2,roqd`c,SQ ahktl mdv,2r nmd HQQ,ok,1,aqhmf,SQ 

  Ïhqd `g`,m`,h j`,s,n,gnqnsh,m`- L`gn` g` l`g`l`g`,m` s,d,l`h`h,m`
 Ïhqd `g`,m`,h  
l`s nm,2r,OO HQQ,ok,1,ots,SQ l`s nmd mdv,2r ok,2,aqhmf,SQ l`s nm,2r,OO  

  s,d,gnqnsh,m`- @nm`h u`uhÌd `u` jdg`h utnm`h dlhjhqh d`n--  
ok,2,ots,SQ hm,2r,OO vnl`m `kqd`cx HQQ,2,bqx adb`trd 2,qhrd 2,fn-- 

‘so the lady told them, “bring a new mat and spread it close to my husband’s head.”  So they brought a new 
mat, spread it close to the man’s head.  “Bring a new bilum, put it on the mat.”  They brought a 
new bilum and put it on the mat.  @nm`h  (during all that) the lady was about to cry, so she went.. 
(RN2:037-41) 

 70) @nm`h g`m` q`mh g` g`m` M`hld d,Ì`qh u`hnh- 
During Top day one Top Naime 3-die lie 

‘During (their staying)/ after a few days, one day Naime pretended to die’ (RN2:035) 
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A construction with `nm`h is also used to say ‘before x, y happened’.  This is done by negating the 

dependent clause and adding the adverb u`g` Ïmuch’, so that it literally means, ‘while still not x, y’.  Thus 

simultaneity with a negated action is used to express a preoccuring action. 

 71) rdbnmc vnqkc v`q `Ìh d,q`l` u`g` `nm`h g`m` h` `u,d,q`l`- 
Second world war not 3-born much while Top he Perf-3-born 

‘the 2nd world war hadn’t yet started when he was born/ he was born before the war started’ 
(RN6:005) 

1-1-0-0-0-1-1  Q`mhm`h ‘when/whenever’ 

Q`mhm`h is also formed with the postposition –'`(h suffixed to the noun q`mh ‘time’ and third singular 

genitive agreement Ím`-  It literally means ‘at the time of’ and thus, like `nm`h ‘during’, marks a clause as a 

background event to the independent clause.  However it also encodes conditionality rather than just 

simultaneity, ie one event is seen as a prerequisite for the second: ‘when/whenever/if x then y’.  It is therefore 

often used to connect the two parts of future (72), hypothetical (73), or counterfactual (74) conditional 

sentences.  

 72) jdot hs`utm` j,n,`n q`mhm`h g`m` j,n,qnud 
treasure find IRR-2-go when Top IRR-2-fast 

‘when you go to look for the treasure you must fast’ (RN2:059) 

 73) nh `jn,lt o,d,nqn q`mhm`h nh adh o,n,hmt 
you throat-2s subj-3-dry when you water subj-2-drink 

‘if you are thirsty you should drink water’ (JM2:19) 

 74) h` tq`mh o,d,`n q`mhm`h o,d,hg`,m`,jh` 
he yesterday SUBJ-3-go when SUBJ-3-see-TR-3pl 
‘if he had gone yesterday he would have seen them’ (JM2:15) 

The conditional clause is sometimes preceded by ad ‘if’ to emphasise the hypotheticality, and q`mhm`h may be 

followed by the topicaliser g`mnm`.g`m` (72). 

When the dependent clause also contains the Limiter ln it forms a concessive (75) rather than a conditional 

(76). (compare also with 0 qdÌ`) 

 75) `u`q` m,d,shun ln q`mhm`h h` s,r,h,o`otq` 
rain pr-3-rain LIM when they pl-pr-play 

‘even though it is raining they are playing’ (JM2.49) 

 76) `u`q` j,d,shun q`mhm`h h` j`,s,d,o`otq` 
rain IRR-3-rain when they IRR-pl-3-play 

‘if it rains they will play’ 
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2.2.1.1.2 Argumentation: o`tm`h+ utnm`h - causal 

There are three subordinating conjunctions in Waima used to express some type of causation, onjhm`+ 

utnm`h and o`tm`h.  Of these utnm`h and o`tm`h are postpositions which can take either an NP, (77) and (78) 

or a clausal complement, (79) and (80).  (Onjhm` is not a postpositional conjunction, but we will deal with it 

here too so that it can be contrasted with the other two). 

PP  NP P   

 77) `s`v`,lt utnm`h l,n,u`,j`Ì`,m` 
spouse-2s because Imp-2-Caus-walk-Tr  

‘because she’s your wife bring her’  (RN2:027) 

 78) v`h o`t,lh,`h `t ohm`,Ìt `u` m`jt d,s`o`,ÌhshÌhsh,m` 
2pl because-2pl-PP I mouth-1s PERF hook 3-tear-pieces-Tr 

‘because of you the hook tore my mouth to pieces’  (Maia:009) 

PP  S P 

 79) d,s`Ìt jhÌ` utnm`h d,j`Ì` dm` `h`q` 
3-fear very because 3-walk his village 

‘because he was very scared he walked home’  (Ta’u:008) 

 80) s,`,l`gd jhÌ` u`g` o`tm`h vdh`,ln s,`,o`qt` 
pl-1-tired very much because there-LIM pl-1-sleep 

‘because we were very tired we slept there.’  (Ka’a:005) 

Utnm`h is formed from the noun utn (blame) + m` (3s genitive agreement) + ,'`(h (postpositional clitic), 

and o`tm`h has the same structure but with the root N o`t (forehead).  With NP complements the genitive 

agrees with the person and number of the head N (78). 

Onjhm` consists of an inalienably possessed N, onjh (root/base) + m` (3s genitive agreement). but is not a 

postposition.  Unlike utnm`h and o`tm`h+ when onjhm` is used as a causal conjunction it cannot take an NP 

complement, is invariable in taking 3s agreement, and occurs at the beginning of the subordinate clause (81).  

This structure is possibly derived from an original equative one ‘x occurs, the base of this is y’ which would 

explain its clause initial position.  When it is used in a PP construction it only takes NPs, never clauses, and 

only has a locative meaning not that of causation (82). 

 81) dÌt l`tqh m,h,m`ln onjhm` s`u` m`ln,jh` l`g`l`g`,jh` m,`,Ìhnuh,m`,jh` 
my life pr-3-good because thing good-3pl new-3pl pr-1-know-Tr-3pl 

‘my life is good because I’m learning new good things.’ (RN7:022) 

 82) Ïhmh un`un` vdh`,m` snm` onjh,m`,h d,jnqnsh 
thorn (name) there-3s palm base-3s-PP 3-stand 

‘that voavoa thorn grows at the base of the coconut tree’ (RN4:013) 
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All three conjunctions are used to express logical relations of cause, purpose or reason.  Their usage does 

not seem to be as clear cut as suggested in the Grammar Essentials which states that onjhm` marks reason, 

utnm`h marks cause and o`tm`h marks purpose, with the combined onjhm`ı utnm`h structure marking purpose 

too.  Their usage is instead linked to whether the reason is presupposed or asserted.   

Subordinate clauses with the clause initial conjunction onjhm` follow the independent result clause and are 

used for asserted reasons.  For example in (83) it has already been stated in preceding sentences that there will 

be a celebration, so this is presupposed, and now the speaker gives the reason for it.  In (84) it is already known 

that the speaker stayed in Moresby; here she asserted that the reason for staying even though it was not very 

good. 

 83) `nm`ln q`qh,m` Ï`jh,m` s,d,u`u`h,m` onjhm` g`sh`Ì`,jh` s,d,`n u` `u` s,d,  
celebration big-3s very-3s pl-3-make-TR because relative-3pl pl-3-go then PERF pl-3- 

  l`tqh- 
live 

  ‘they made a very big celebration because their relatives went for trade and are already safe’ 
(RN10:049)  

 84) h` `u` o`ghgh `,lh`gn onjhm` dÌt mt`s`d g`m` `j` g` o,`,`Ìh,m` 
but PERF strong 1-stay because my desire Top work one subj-1-take-TR 

‘but I stayed resolutely because my desire was to get a job’ (RN7:008) 

Subordinate clauses with the clause final postpositional conjunction utnm`h or o`tm`h usually precede the 

independent clause and here the reason is presupposed and the result is asserted.  For instance (85) is reported 

speech within a section explaining what happens if the bride price is not paid; the fact that no price was paid is 

known to both parties involved, but the consequence of that is being asserted. 

 85) Ï`q`,m` `Ìh n,gnqd,m` utnm`h dl`h gtqh` j`,s`,`Ìh,m` 
price-3s not 2-put-TR because our bone IRR-pl-1-take-TR 

‘because you did not pay her price we will take our bones’ (RN12:037) 

More rarely the utnm`h.o`tm`h clause can occur after the independent clause.  This could be due to 

discourse factors; where one event follows another on the event line the explanation for this event may be 

postposed so that the sequence on the event line is not disrupted.  It does interrupt the iconic order as the reason 

then follows the result, but it allows a sequence of closely related events to follow each other without the reason 

coming in between them.  Thus in example (86) from a biographical text the speaker has been following the 

sequence of events as Maoni ‘Oa moves to different places working and then retires.  It is this string of events 

which is most important to the speaker, so the subordinate reason clause is moved to sentence final position to 

allow the flow of the event line to be uninterrupted.  In (87) from a narrative, the driver’s response to the 
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request to slow down is placed immediately after the request and the reason clause is placed sentence finally, to 

allow the close connection and contrast between the request and response to occur uninterrupted.  

 86) vdh` Ohmt`h d,lh`gn ltqhm`h 0875 g`mnm` d,`q`h Ï`n d,qdshqd j,d,lh`sh j,d,`q`h+ 
there Pinu-PP 3-stay after 1986 TOP 3-rest or 3-retire IRR-3-sit IRR-3-rest 

`j` vdh`,m`,h `u` d,`j`,Ì`qh jhÌ` u`g` utnm`h 
work there already 3-work-die very much- 
‘after he stayed there in Pinu, in 1986 he rested or he retired to rest, because he had already 
worked very hard at that work’  (RN6:040) 

 87) Ôl`g`qhl`g`qh l,n,g`qh,m` ” @ h` `Ìh d,u`,l`g`qh,m` j,d,
ltd Lnjt utnm`h. 
Slowly IMP-2-drive but he not 3-caus-slow-TR IRR-3-again Moresby because 

“drive slowly!” But he didn’t slow down because he wanted to get back to Moresby.’ 

This can be diagrammed as:  x y [ cause utnm`h] instead of an interrupted sequence: x [cause utnm`h] y. 

Occasionally the result is repeated both before and after the vuonai reason clause creating an ABA 

structure, (88). 

 88) D,lh`gn dm` ong`l` `u,d,snu` nqd,m` utnm`h dm` `h`q` d,lh`gn 
3-stay his banana already-3-wrap finish-TR because his village 3-stay 

  ‘he stayed, because he’d finished wrapping his bananas, he stayed in his village’ (RN1:009) 

Sometimes an ABA structure uses both onjhm` and utnm`h+ (89): 

 89) s,d,`Ìh`Ìh g`q`h d,m`ln onjhm` `u` j`,s,d,l`h djh` `h`q` utnm`h 
pl-3-take.take well 3-good because already IRR-pl-3-come their village because  

  s,d,s`hs`h 
pl-3-decorate 

‘they prepared well because they are about to come to their village they decorated themselves’ 
(RN10:34) 

The use of onjhm` and utnm`h to bracket a subordinate clause like this also occurs when both the reason and 

the result are presupposed, but in this case the result is not repeated again.  Thus (90) is direct speech giving an 

example of what people might say when a family has many girls.  The number of daughters and their wealth 

which will be gained from these daughters’ bride prices are already known to both parties in the imagined 

conversational setting, and also to the listener of this descriptive narrative because these things have already 

been mentioned, so both the reason and result are presupposed. 

 90) “ovia ki’a vaha onjhm` uaho uaho here-mu-ai e-vo’o utnm`h” 
rich very much because girl near-2s-PP 3-abound because 

‘you are very rich because you have many girls’ 

The distinction between onjhm` for asserted reason and utnm`h/ o`tm`h clauses for presupposed reason is 

thus fairly clear.  Utnm`h clauses occur more frequently than onjhm` clauses, probably because the 
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reason:result ordering is more iconic, with the second clause being temporally and logically subsequent to the 

first. 

The difference between utnm`h and  o`tm`h is harder to establish, but appears to be related to the 

directness of causation.  Utnm`h seems to be used where the cause is more immediate either in time or 

directness of causation, whereas o`tm`h is used for less direct causation.  The measure of indirectness can be 

varied, it may be that the result is not an automatic consequence of the first action, that it is the net result of 

several actions, or that there is a greater time gap between cause and result.  (It is important to note that what is 

seen as direct or indirect causation is culturally conditioned).  Directness of causation may also be viewed as a 

continuum so that some cases are clearly direct or indirect whilst others are not so, in which case o`tm`h and 

utnm`h appear to be interchangeable.  Examples (91)-(93) show instances where cause and result are fairly 

closely linked either in time or directness of causation and utnm`h is used.  In (91) the speaker went to Moresby 

as a direct result of her thoughts, in (92) the tension of the rope led directly to the fisherman’s knowledge and in 

(93) the boiling soup was poured over the pig and it was this which caused his death. 

 91) vdh`,jh` `,q`nm`,m`,jh` utnm`h `,lhjhqh `,d`n Lnjt 
that-3pl 1-think-Tr-pl because 1-get_up 1-to Moresby 

‘because I thought these things I got up and went to Moresby’ (RN7:007) 

 92) M`jt g`t,m` dm` v`qn d,o`ghgh utnm`h d,Ìhnuh,m` l`h` g`mnm` `u,d,`q`- 
Hook man-3s his rope 3-strong because 3-know-TR fish TOP already-3-bite 

‘Because the fisherman’s rope became tight he knew a fish had bitten it’ (Maia:007) 

 93) Ï`qdq` d,gh`ut jhÌ` u`g` utnm`h `u` d,`q`Ì`qh 
soup 3-hot very much because already 3-die 

‘because the soup was very hot he had already died’ (Aiporo:062) 

These contrast with (94)-(95) which show more indirect causation.  In (94) the whole story unfolds between the 

fish leaving his family to look for food for them and this final accusation, so there is no direct causation but 

rather a the cumulative effect of a series of actions. In (95) the peoples’ action is not an automatic or necessary 

result of Naime’s recovery but due to the desire to celebrate and their voluntary decision to do this by feasting. 

 94) v`h o`t,lh,`h `t ohm`Ìt `u` m`jt d,s`o` ÏhshÌhsh,m` 
2pl because-2pl-PP I mouth-1s already hook 3-tear pieces-TR 

‘because of you the hook tore my mouth to pieces’ (Maia:009) 

 95) M`hld d,l`tqhl`tqh o`tm`h l`d`qhl` s,d,lhjhqh `mh`mh s,d,j`hÌ`t 
Naime 3-life.life because people pl-3-get.up food pl-3-cook 

‘because Naime came back to life the people started cooking food’ (RN2:048) 

Utnm`h can be preceded by the adverb t` ‘there’.  T` utnm`h ‘because of that’ is used clause and often 

sentence initially.  This structure serves to remove embedding as the reason is no longer in a subordinate clause, 
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but rather in a preceding independent clause or sentence, and is just refered back to by t` ‘there’.  This is often 

used when one of the clauses is heavy, to make the sentence easier to process. 

 96) s,d,gdgd g`t,jh` hjnhm`h l`h djh` `mh`mh l`h djh` l`gh `mh`mh+ q`hsh+ sh+ 
pl-3-price REL-3pl all with their food, with their meat, food, rice, tea,  

ong`l` hjnhjh`h l`h shsh,jh` ln Ï`jh,m` hjnhjh` l`h sh,jh` ln 
food all with meat-3pl Lim very-3s all with tea-3pl Lim 

Ï`jhm` l`d`qhl` vdh`,jh` s,d,gdgd g`t,jh` hjnhm`h 
very-3s people there-3pl pl-3-price REL-3pl all 
t` utnm`h vdh`m` `unln `uhq`h s`st q`qh,m` Ï`jh,m` s,r,h,u`u`h,m`- 
there because there-3s also side feast big-3s very-3s pl-pr-3-make-TR 

‘all those who paid the bride price will have their food, with their meat, rice, tea, all the food with 
meat on, all with tea, all those people who paid the bride price, because of that the other side also 
make a very big feast’ (RN12:028b) 

It also allows both parts to be kept in focus without either being presupposed.  This may be why it is quite 

frequent in the sermon text  

 97) L`tqh u`m`h u`m`h Hdrt Jdqhrn gdqd,m`,h- T` utnm`h j`,g,`,j`Ì` g` g`- 
Life over over Jesus Christ near-3s-PP. There because IRR-Inc-1-walk one one 

j`,g,`,l`h j`,g,`,u`m`ln,m`- 
IRR-Inc-1-come IRR-Inc-1-bless-TR 

‘Eternal life is from Jesus Christ.  That’s why we each walk, come, to praise him’ (RN8:077-8) 

T` is also often used to refer back to several preceding clauses, not just one (98), and thus extends the scope of 

utnm`h.  Because of this it functions as a higher level causal conjunction and is frequently found at the end of 

stories which explain some present day state (99)  

 98) L`tqh mdh`m` Shq`l` gdqd,m`,h m`ln,m` l`hjnhm` d,`Ìhs`d`,m` M`gtm` 
Life this God near-3s-PP good-3s all 3-lift.up-TR Son-3s  

d,ud,m` t` utnm`h l`tqh onjhm` g`m` Hdrt Jdqhrn- 
3-give-TR there because life root-3s Top Jesus Christ 
‘This life is with God, all the good he has he took and gave to his Son, because of that Jesus Christ 
is the root of life.’ (RN8:040) 

 99) T` utnm`h hs`u`q` g`mnm` OtqnÌn stut `nm`h m,d,lh`gn- @ O`qdq` 
There because wallaby Top hunting.place grass in-3s-PP pr-3-stay. But snail 

g`mnm` ond,`h m,d,lh`gn- Sdq`qt` u`h`s`jh` d,o`Ì`- D,l`h ln
 u`qht- 
Top beach-PP pr-3-stay. Those.two between 3-break. 3-come LIM now. 
‘That’s why the wallaby lives in the hunting grass.  But the snail lives on the beach.  The 
friendship between the two of them is broken.  It remains like that even today.’ 

Utnm`h can also occur with s`u` (what) and `dgnl` (why) to form questions, either content questions or 

embedded questions (100). 

 100) m,h,`sdst`+ s`u` utnm`h Ï`q`,m` `Ìh s,r,h,gnqd,m` 
pr-3-argue what because price-3s not pl-pr-3-put-TR 

‘she argues why they do not pay her price’ (RN12:009) 
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2.2.1.2 Non-postpositional subordinating conjunctions 

2.2.1.2.1 Relation: QdÌ` ‘even if, whether or not’ 

QdÌ` is a true conjunction and is not morphologically complex.  It can often be glossed in English as 

‘whether or not’, ‘regardless’, or ‘even if’. 

 101) j`mnj`t o,d,j`Ì` qdÌ` ln `Ìh o,d,q`uts`h,m` 
earthquake SUBJ-3-walk whether LIM not SUBJ-3-fall-Tr 

‘even if the earthquake shakes, it still will not fall’ (RN8:061)  

 102) l`qd` u`hj` s,d,m`ln qdÌ` h` t`Ì` `o` u`hj` j`,g,`,hg` 
church some pl-3-good whether but there proud some IRR-incl-1-see 

‘even though some churches are good (but) we will see some proud people there’ (RN8:048) 

 103) `,tgt,m` j,d,`n qdÌ` vdh` d,lh`sh m,d,lh`gn 
1-send-TR IRR-3-go whether there 3-sit pr-3-stay 

‘regardless that I sent him to go he is sitting there’ (GE) 

When qdÌ` is used in conditional constructions the dependent clause can be optionally negated without altering 

the denotive meaning or logical truth value of the proposition, although the conotative meaning may alter 

slightly.  This contrasts with q`mhm`h ‘if’ where the polarity of both clauses must altered to retain the same 

meaning  

 104) (`Ìh( j`,s,d,l`h qdÌ` `nÌt j,d,m`ln 
not IRR-pl-3-come whether in-1s IRR-3-good 

‘whether or not they come I’ll be happy’ 

 105) a’i ka-t-e-mai raninai ao-’u a’i k-e-namo 
not IRR-pl-3-come when in-1s not IRR-3-good 

‘if they don’t come I won’t be happy’ 

When the Limiter ln is used with the conditional q`mhm`h it forms a concessive whose meaning is very similar 

to qdÌ`, 

 106) a’i ka-t-e-mai mo raninai ao-’u k-e-namo 
not IRR-pl-3-come LIM when in-1s IRR-3-good 

‘even though they will not come I will be happy’ 

It differs though in the certainty of the condition. With q`mhm`h it is certain they will not come, but I will still be 

happy, with qdÌ` they might or might not come. 

The form qdÌ` can also occur after a noun phrase, which is often functioning as a verbless stative clause.  

In this case it has a slightly different meaning of ‘suppose’.  It is in some ways parallel to the ‘whether or not’ 

meaning as it makes no assertion of the truth of the statement, ie ‘suppose x whether or not it is indeed so’.  

Thus in (107) the woman thought ‘suppose it is a Karema man’, and hid, but the narrator is making no assertion 

as to whether or not it was actually a Karema man. 
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 107) u`uhÌd u`hj` s`d`q`,h s,d,q`nm`,m` J`dl` qdÌ` s,d,ohgh- 
Woman some road-PP pl-3-think-Tr Karema suppose pl-3-hide 

‘some woman on the road thought it was a Karema man and they hid’ (GE) 

It often occurs after two noun phrases conjoined with the disjunctive Ï`n ‘or’, where it means ‘suppose x 

or y’, or ‘whether x or y’.   

 108) sdmh Ï`n m`hmh qdÌ` g`mnm` Ï`qdq` tqn,`h d,u`,lh`Ì`t,m` 
ten or nine suppose Top soup pot-PP 3-caus-sit-up-Tr 

‘when (suppose) it was nine or ten o’clock she put the soup in the pot’ (RN10:007) 

 109) `hg`t Ï`n u`mh qdÌ` `u` s`u`j`hÌ`t 
three or four suppose already pl-1-cause-cook 

‘when (suppose) there are three or four, we can burn then’ (RN4:051) 

Here the meaning is close to that of qdÌ` when it functions as a conditional clause conjunction, but the 

range of possibilities is given within the NP, rather than being the given dependent clause and an implicit clause 

of opposite polarity, which is implied by the ‘whether or not/ regardless’ meaning of the conjunction (104).  

This use of qdÌ` with NPs therefore seems similar to the conjunction of clauses with q`mhm`h in that the first 

action or state provides the condition for the second, but with qdÌ` it usually indicates that there is a range of 

options, connected with the coordinating conjunction Ï`n ‘or’, within which the second event will still happen. 

2.2.1.2.2 Argumentation: onjhm` - reason 

Onjhm` is a non-postpositional conjunction which occurs at the beginning of the dependent clause 

expressing asserted reason.  It was dealt with more fully under 0 where it was compared with the two 

postpositional causal conjunctions utnm`h and o`tm`h. 

2.2.2 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses may be formed in a variety of ways.  Most commonly a relative clause follows the head 

noun and is marked by a clause final relative pronoun g`t+ which takes person and number agreement with the 

head (110).  This relative pronoun has probably been grammaticalized from the noun g`t ‘man’, but it can now 

apply to inanimate nouns too.  

 110) h`uth s,d,l`h`h g`t,jh` s,d,`Ìh 
betelnut pl-3-bring REL-3pl pl-3-take 

‘they took the betelnuts which they had brought’ (RN10:050) 

This strategy seems to be used most frequently for relativising NPs at the top of the accessiblity hierachy, that is 

subjects (111) and objects (110). 
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 111) l`d`qhl` s,d,l`h s,d,g`h g`t,jh` g`m` s,d,shu`g`ı 
people pl-3-come pl-3-cry REL-3pl TOP pl-3-say 

‘the people who came to cry said…’ (RN2:032) 

In (111) it can be seen that two verbs, ‘they came, they cried’, are apparently included in the relative clause, and 

the topicaliser g`m` is also used after the relative clause. 

Less frequently the relative clause is found preceding the head noun in which case this head noun takes 

person/number marking as when it is preceded by a nominal modifier (112)  

 112) Ghm`,m` d,ghm`ud,m` `j`,jh` hjnhm`h d,u`u`h- 
Mother-3s 3-tell-TR work-3pl all 3-make 

‘he went and did the work which his mother had told him’ (Aiporo 022) 

In the data from texts this construction appears to occur almost exclusively in such ‘which A said to do’ 

situations. 

More simply relative clauses can be expressed by an embedded clause with no special morphological marking. 

 113) dm` l`gn` l`h `jht` hÌ`t` g` d,u`u`h,m` u`Ì`,m`,h d,gnqnsh,m`,jh` 
his bilum and knife shelter one 3-make-Tr under-3s-PP 3-put-TR-3pl 

‘he put his bilum and knife under a shelter he had made’ (Ta’u:002) 

This type of construction seems to occur quite often with objects and locatives, and in many cases seems to be 

non-restrictive, just providing additional information about the Head N rather than specifying one of a group of 

possible referents.  Often the head noun has the demonstrative vdh`m` with it (114), see also 0. 

 114) s,d,`n `jt vdh`,m` m,h,s`qnÌ`t,m` ̀ nm`h s,d,dgdtgt 
pl-3-go sea there-3s pr-3-sweep.up in pl-3-board.sink 

‘they went and waded into the sea which was sweeping up’ (RN2:054) 

On analogy with these quite clear cases of relativized locatives which have no special morphology, sentences 

such as (115) could be analysed as having a relativized object.  However, because subjects are so often not 

realised by overt NPs, it is hard to tell if this really is a relative clause, in which case we would posit a  first 

person inclusive subject preceding the NP object `mh`mh, this object then being followed by the relative clause 

`u` d`v`sh, or whether in fact it is simply two juxtaposed clauses.  In this case `mh`mh would be the overt 

subject NP of the first clause; the second clause j`g`m` would have a  first person inclusive subject directly 

preceding the verb and a  object, marked only by the transitive marking on the verb j`g`m`, which refers 

back to the subject of the preceding clause. 

 115) g`,l,`,d`n+ `mh`mh `u` d,`v`sh j`,g,`,`,m` 
INCL-IMP-1-go food already 3-is.cooked IRR-INCL-1-eat-TR 

‘let’s go and eat the food that is already cooked/ the food is already cooked, we’ll eat it’ 
(RN2:027) 
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The following example where the subject is overt is also unclear as this could just be an embedded object 

clause, rather than an object N with a relative clause.  This is in fact how it has been analysed in 0. ‘Verbs of 

cognition and perception’ 

 116) L`d`qhl` hjnhjh`h u`uhÌd vdh`,m` d,g`h s,d,hg`,m` 
people all woman there-3s 3-cry pl-3-see-TR 

‘all the people saw that woman crying’ (RN2:046) 

One final strategy for encoding the type of information often expressed in relative clauses is through a 

juxtaposed topic comment construction with the topicaliser g`m`.g`mnm` (117), see also 0. 

 117) lhnqh vdh`,m` dm` v`dg` d,tqh,m`,Ìt g`m` `,hg`,m` 
boy that-3s his dog 3-bite-TR-1s Top 1-see-Tr 

‘I saw the boy whose dog bit me’  (literally: that boy’s dog bit me TOPIC, I saw him) (JM2.44) 

This seems to be commonly used for constituents at the lower end of the accessibility hierachy such as obliques 

and possessors, and again the head N is often followed by the demonstrative vdh`m`-   

It is worth noting that Austronesian languages which have been less influenced by neighbouring Papuan 

languages and still retain the more ‘pure’ Austronesian SVO word order consistently have Head N 

[demonstrative clause] as their relative clause structure.  It is possible that the use of the demonstrative vdh`m` 

in these latter two Waima relative clause constructions is some sort of relic from a former demonstrative clause 

construction like this. 

These various structures used for relative clauses can be summarised in the following chart. 

Type of Relative clause Structure Commonly used to relativise: 

With Relative pronoun Head N [Rel cl + rel ProN] matrix clause S and O 

Preceding Head N [rel cl] Head N + person/number marking O 

Embedded, no marking Head N (+ weiana) [Rel cl] matrix clause O and LOC 

Topicalised clause [Head N (+ weiana) Rel cl TOP] matrix clause Obliques and possessors 

TABLE 2: types of relative clause structures found in Waima 
 

2.2.3 Verbs of cognition and perception with a null complementiser  

When a clause functions as the object complement of verbs of cognition and perception there is no overt 

complementizer.  However the verb of cognition is usually marked as transitive, indicating that an object (in 

this case the verb) is required. 
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 118) `t `,Ìhnah,m` h` j,d,l`h 
I 1-know-TR he IRR-3-come 

‘I know that he will come’ 

With the verb ‘to want’, when the complement clause has a different subject than the main clause this subject is 

raised and marked as the object of the main clause.  In this case the valency increase marker Í`h occurs before 

the transitive marker. 

 119) `t `,mt`s`d,`h,m`,jh` m`Ì` j`,s,d,lh`gn 
I 1-want-VAL-Tr-3pl here IRR-pl-3-stay 

‘I wanted them to stay here’ (JM2.13) 

With the verb ‘to fear’ no transitive occurs and it is perhaps better analysed as simple juxtaposition: ‘I am 

afraid, maybe they won’t come’: 

 120) `t m,`,s`Ìt o`Ìd h` `Ìh j`,s,d,l`h 
I pr-1-fear possibly they not IRR-pl-3-come 

‘I’m afraid they won’t come’ (JM2.9) 

For the verbs ‘to think’ q`nm`, ‘to know’ Ïhnuh, and ‘to want’ mt`s`d, the clausal complement always follows 

the verb.  Thus although the usual Waima order is SOV, this only applies to NP object complements; with 

sentential object complements the order is SVO, with the syntactically heavy Object being extraposed to 

sentence final position.  One apparent anomally is the verb hg` ‘to see’ where a clause complement can occur 

either before or after the verb.   

 121) L`d`qhl` hjnhjh`h u`uhÌd vdh`,m` d,g`h s,d,hg`,m` 
people all woman there-TR 3-cry pl-3-see-TR 

‘All the people saw that woman cry’ (RN2:046) 

The verb Ígnqd ‘do’ always takes a clause complement.  When the subject of the matrix and the 

complement clause are the same then it has the meaning of ‘able to’ (122).  It can also have a causal meaning in 

which case the complement clause often contains a causal verb too.  This causal meaning is retained where the 

subjects are different, and again in this case the complement clause usually has a causal verb. 

 122) lhnqh o`o`,jh` mdh`,jh` s,d,gnqd s`utq` s,d,ud,m`,Ìt 
boy small-pl here-pl pl-3-do strength pl-3-give-TR-1s 

‘these small boys were able to give me strength’ (RN7:015) 

 123) `u`q` d,gnqd tl` j,d,nln 
rain 3-do garden IRR-3-grow 

‘the rain makes the garden grow’ 

2.3 Topicaliser: g`mnm`.g`m` 

This is used to mark the topic of the sentence, about which a comment is made.  It can topicalise an NP, in 

which case it usually marks the subject or object of the sentence as being the most topical participant.  This is 
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dealt with in   3.5.1   Topicalisation  where it is looked at as a participant tracking device.  However it in fact 

occurs more often after clauses.  Here it marks the first clause as background information about temporal or 

situational setting, or as an event which precedes the main event that is then encoded in the following clause.  

When the topicaliser occurs on its own between two clauses like this it often can be translated as ‘when/after 

clause x, clause y’ (124).  

 124) `t `,j`Ì` g`m` nh s`u` n,u`u`h,m`> 
I 1-walk TOP you what 2-make-TR 

‘when I left what did you do?’ 

The topicaliser can also connect the two parts of a conditional sentence.  More frequently the conjunction 

q`mhm`h is used (sometimes together with g`m`), but especially in counterfactuals, which are marked with the 

verbal prefix p-,  the topicaliser alone may be used, perhaps because the conditional nature of the sentence is 

already clear from the verbal morphology. 

 125) h` tq`mh o,d,l`h g`m` o,d,m`ln 
he yesterday SUBJ-3-come TOP SUBJ-3-good 

‘it would have been good if he had come yesterday’ (JM2.33) 

The topicaliser also occurs fairly frequently together with other conjunctions, such as q`mhm`h ‘if/when’ 

mentioned above, `nm`h ‘while’, and ltqhm`h ‘after’,.  It most commonly co-occurs with subordinate 

conjunctions (which it follows) since the prototypical function of these conjunctions is to mark the dependent 

clause as being in some way background material to the main clause.   

 126) `,lh`gn `u`d` `nm`h g`m` `h`q` q`nm`,jh` s,d,u`,q`nm`q`nm` 
1-stay nothing while TOP village thought-3pl pl-3-CAUS-think.think 

‘while I was staying doing nothing in the village, village (people’s) thoughts made (me) worried’ 
(RN7:007) 

The topicaliser seems never to occur with the disjunctive or contrastive co-ordinating conjunctions as these 

connect two clauses of equal topicality.  But it does occasionally precede the sequential co-ordinating 

conjunction u` ‘then’.  This is again because the first clause is temporally prior to the second and can thus be 

seen as background for the second event. 

 127) `h s,`,dmnsh g`m` u` g`q`g`q` g`m` d,j`Ì` 
1.pl pl-1-lie.down TOP then cutting TOP 3-walk 

‘we lay down, then the cutting started’ (RN4:017) 

2.4 Direct and indirect speech 
Both direct and indirect speech are used in Waima texts, and as speech is often considered to be a clausal 

object complement of a verb of speech, they will be briefly examined here as one type of  embedded clause 

construction. 
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Direct speech is quite common, especially in narratives.  The start of a direct speech quote is usually 

signaled by the verb -shu`g` ‘say’.  This is often used in addition to another speech verb such as Í`uh ‘say’+ 

 ,u`j`h ‘ask’, which can indicates the more precise manner of speech.  The quote comes after this verb of 

speech and is thus like other clausal object complements which follow the verb.   

 128) lhnqh ghm`,m` d,u`j`h,m`+ d,shu`g`+ Ô`hj` `dÌd,`h m`,g,`,lh`gn>” 
boy mother-3s 3-ask-TR 3-say 1.INCL where-PP pr-INCL-1-stay 

‘the boy asked his mother saying, “where are we staying?”’ (Aiporo:009) 

The addressee can be marked as an indirect object on the first speech verb, but Íshu`g` is always 

morphologically intransitive (128).  Alternatively the addresse may be realised by a postpositional phrase (129), 

in which case, if the speech verb is marked as transitive, it is the speech quote itself, functioning as the direct 

object, which is being marked.  (As this clausal object is 3s the marking is , but it can be ascertained that it is 

this quote which is marked as it remains the same even when the addressee alters in number or person.)  

 129) `t hu`,Ìt G`t Lhqh` t`gnl`,jh` l`g`,jh`,h m,`,Ì`uh+ s,r,`d`n  
I sibling.in.law-1s Hau Miria such.like-3pl eye-3pl-PP pr-1-say pl-pr-1-go  

  s,r,`,udqh,m` 
pl-pr-1-pull-TR 

‘I said to my sibling in laws (eyes) such as Hau Miria, “we are going to pull it (tree)”’ (RN9:007) 

The person, tense and deictic perspective of the quote are retained as in the original speech. 

 130) d,Ì`uh d,shu`g`+ u`uhÌd mdh`,m` `s`v`,Ìt hst mdh`,m`,h m,d,lh`gn 
3-talk 3-say woman here-3s spouse-1s house here-3s-PP pr-3-stay 

‘he spoke saying, “this woman is my wife, she is staying in this house”’ (RN2:026) 

There is usually no speech verb used to end the quote, although after a very long passage of speech the next 

section of text may begin with a recapitulation such as ‘he heard her voice, after that…’  

 131) M`hld d,lhjhqh `h` vdh` d,n,m` g`m` d,ot` u`uhÌd m`gt,m` ngh s,d,shÌt 
Naime 3-rise voice there 3-hear-TR TOP 3-end woman child-3s both pl-3-dive 

‘Naime (got up) heard the voice there, it finished, (then) the woman and her child dived’ 
(RN2:060) 

In addition, other strategies may be used to indicate the end of speech, such as the following sentence starting 

with dot` ‘it ended’ (/after that), or the non-literal use of the verb dlhjhqh ‘he got up’.  This verb in particular 

seems to indicate that the preceding speech is about to lead to a new decision or action.  It can occur in this non-

literal sense within other sections of text, not just after speech, where also indicates that a participant is about to 

start a new action, often after a period of thought or a decision by the participant, or as the result of some 

external stimulus. 
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Indirect speech normally only occurs with desideratives.  It lacks the Íshu`g` introducer which is usually 

found with direct speech.  The person, tense and deictic centre reflect the viewpoint of current narrator rather 

than the original speaker.  The addressee can again be marked as indirect object on the speech verb, (132). 

 132) @honqn d,hn jtot,m` d,`o`qh,m`,jh` j`,s,d,qtut,m` 
pig 3-shout grandchild-3s 3-call-TR-3pl IRR-pl-3-untie-TR 

‘the pig shouted, called his grandchildren to untie him’ (Aiporo:062) 

2.5 Tail-head linkage 
One further connective device which is worth mentioning briefly is tail-head linkage.  This is usually only 

found sentence initially, and is thus a sentence level connector, rather than clause level like the various 

connective strategies looked at above (although occasionally it does seem to occur sentence medially).  Tail-

head linkage involves the repetition of a sentence final clause at the start of a new sentence before new 

information is given.  It acts as a cohesive devise connecting sentences and events, and is often used just before 

a new turn of events (133), or where one action happens and this then acts as a stimulus for the next (134).   

 133) l`d`qhl` hjnhm`h s,d,j`Ì` nqd- S,d,j`Ì` nqd g`m` H`qd g`sh,m` G`m` 
people all pl-3-walk finish. Pl-3-walk finish TOP Iare sister-3s Hana 

  ngh djh` `mh`mh s,d,stuh,m`- 
both their food pl-3-peel-TR 

‘all the people left.  (When) they (had) left, Iare and her sister Hane peeled their food. (RN2:048-
9) 

 134) q`mh g` g`m` M`hld d,Ì`qh u`hnh-  D,Ì`qh u`hnh g`m` l`d`qhl` hjnhjh`h s,d,l`h 
day one TOP Naime 3-die pretend.  3-die pretend TOP people all pl-3-come 

‘One day Naime pretended to die.  (When) he pretended to die, all the people came’ (RN2:035-6) 

It is common in procedural texts where a chain of events are given, resulting in a pattern such as: x, x until 

y, y then z, and in such cases in may occur sentence internally (135). 

 135) M,`,Ìth,m` m,`,Ìth,m` m,h,`n m,h,q`uts`h,m`+ m,h,q`uts`h,m` u` u`qhtı 
pr-1-cut-TR pr-1-cut-TR pr-3-go pr-3-fall-TR pr-3-fall-TR then now… 

‘I cut it, I cut it, it goes it falls, it falls, then now…’  (RN9:004) 

There are various types of tail-head linkage which occur.  The whole clause may be repeated in its entirety, 

whether this is just a verb or a verb one or more overt arguments.  Often however at least one of the arguments 

realised by an NP in the original clause is omitted in the repeated clause, as in (133) and (134) above.  Where 

the tail-head linkage encodes background information, the repeated verb can be placed within a sentence initial 

subordinate clause and/or followed by the topicaliser.   
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 136) d,`n ln ond d,j`nj`n- D,j`nj`n `nm`h g`m` qdlnqdln g` 'ı( 
3-go LIM beach 3-walk.about. 3-walk.about while TOP bamboo one (…) 

  d,hg`,m` 
3-see-TR 

‘he went to the beach and walked around.  While he walked around he saw a bamboo’    
(RN2:004-5) 

Another form of tail-head linkage is where the original clause is replaced by a verb (d,ot` ‘it ended’, d,

nqd ‘it finished’, or d,m`ln ‘it was good’)  indicating the completion of that action.  Sometimes this aspectual 

verb is given in addition to the repeated verb from the original clause. 

 137) `h`,m` d,n,m`- D,n,m` d,ot` d,`nı 
voice-3s 3-hear-Tr 3-hear-Tr 3-end 3-go 

‘he heard its voice.  He heard it, it ended, he went’  (RN1:014-5) 

Finally, a demonstrative pronoun vdh`m` ‘that’, can occur sentence initially to refer back to the preceding 

clause.   

 138) u`uhÌd vdh`,m` `unln m,h,`sdst` 'ı(- Vdh`,m` q`mh hjnhm`h g`m` u`uhÌd `unln  
woman there-3s also pr-3-argue (…) There-3s day all TOP woman also  

ohm`,m` `Ìh m,h,j`h`ut,m` 
mouth-3s not pr-3-close-Tr 

‘the woman also argued (…).  That (happened), every day the woman also would not close her 
mouth.’  (RN12:008-9) 
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3. DISCOURSE LEVEL 

3.1 Participant Reference 
Participant reference is concerned with how different participants are identified and tracked throughout a 

text.  It deals with questions such as how different types of participants are referred to within a discourse: how 

participants are introduced, how further reference is made to them, and how they are dismissed and 

reintroduced.  In this section the focus is on participant tracking in narrative texts; in other text genres there 

tends to be fewer participants so tracking features are less complex.  It is therefore largely based on data from 

oral narratives RN1, RN2 and RN3, and written narratives Aiporo, Beraura, Maia and Harima. 

3.1.1 Type of participant 

Three types of participants may be recognised within Waima narrative texts: major participants, minor 

participants and props.  There is no special morphological marking either on the verb or the NPs to indicate 

these participant types, but they can usually be distinguished by the  following tendencies.  

Major and minor participants are animate and are usually human or personified animals.  They occur more 

frequently than props, are referred to more often in groups of consecutive clauses, are most commonly encoded 

by the subject in the clause, and usually have the thematic role of agent.  Major participants are distinguished 

from minor participants in that they are the most frequently occuring participants in the narrative.  They are 

normally introduced in the introduction section of the text, whereas minor participants are introduced 

throughout the main body of the text as they occur, (see 0 for exceptions to this). 

Major participants often have several different nominal encodings to refer to them throughout the text.  

These may include a name, a generic term, or a kin term.  For example, in the text RN2 one of the major 

participants is referred to as M`hld (name), g`t ‘man’ and `s`v`m` ‘her husband’.  Some more frequently 

occurring minor participants may also have more than one nominal token used to refer to them.   

Minor participants are often not the sole subject of a clause but co-occur with a major participant for 

around 50% or more of their occurrences, whereas major participants are more commonly the sole subject of a 

clause.  Props occur less frequently and are usually inanimate. They normally function as objects in the clause, 

or as non-volitional subjects.  Each occurrence is of a shorter duration than that of major or minor participants, 

i.e. they have few consecutive clauses ‘on stage’.  In fact many props occur only once in a whole text.  This 
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means that they are more commonly referred to with full NPs (see below).  Table 2 shows a sample of the 

frequency of different participant types within text, and their occurrence in different grammatical roles 

including how often they are the sole subject of a clause.  It should be noted that these are just a sample; in 

particular many other props are found in these texts, but most of them only occur once and have, therefore, been 

omitted from this table. 

Text Major 

Part. 

No. of occurrences 

as: 

Minor 

Part. 

No. of occurrences 

as: 

Props No. of occurrences 

as: 

  S % joint S O  S % joint S O  S O Loc 

PIG Boy 56 26.79 8 Mother 25 44 1 Ashes 7 2  

 Pig 41 14.63 6 Girls 19 5.26 3     

FISH Fish 16 12.5 - fisherman 4 25 - Bait - 3 1 

     Family 2 50 1 Hook 3 - - 

     food 4 0 2     

RN1 Noe 38 0 - people 1 0 - Other 

bananas 

7 7 - 

 Banana 14 0 8         

RN2 Hane 99 29.29 10 Iare 37 67.57 2 Bamboo 4 10 2 

 Naime 92 27.17 5 daughter 18 88.89 5 Treasure 10 4 - 

RN3 Boy 35 5.71 9 parents 6 0 - House 1 5 - 

 Moon 26 7.69 4         

TABLE 3: sample frequency of participant types within narrative texts 

3.1.2 Introduction of participants 

Major participants are normally first mentioned in the introduction section of a narrative with a noun and 

g` ‘one’ and are sometimes named as well.  After their introduction their family members may be introduced 

using kin terms, even if these other family members are only minor participants or even if they never occur 

again in the story.   
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 139) L`h` g` `s`v`,m` ngh l`h m`gt,jh` qt`+ t`gn g` l`h lhnqh g` jhonjh`  
fish one spouse-3s both with child-3pl two, girl one with boy one together 

s,d,lh`gn 
pl-3-stay 

‘A fish and his wife lived together with their two children, one girl and one boy’ (Maia:002) 

If introducing a major participant at the start of the story would give away an important element of surprise 

then their introduction can be deferrred to later on, when they first occur in the story.  As with participants 

introduced in the main introduction, this deferred introduction is normally done with a noun and g` ‘one’, and 

often a description of the participant or their relation to their family.  This often involves verbless equative 

clause and thus forms a clear break from the event line.  Relative clauses may also be used to add to the 

description. The event line is regained after their introduction using the conjunction u` ‘then’, (see section 0 for 

further discussion of this conjunction). 

 140) qdlnqdln vdh`,m` `n,m`,h g`m` u`uhÌd g` m`ln,m` Ï`jh,m` uth,m` q`qh,m` 
bamboo there-3s in-3s-PP TOP woman one good-3s very-3s hair-3s big-3s 

Ï`jh,m`+ l`sng` R`ln` u`uhÌd,m`- U` qdlnqdln ̀ n,m`,h d,j`q`gh d,`n- 
very-3s like Samoan woman-3s. Then bamboo in-3s-PP 3-get.out 3-go 

‘..in that bamboo was a very beautiful lady with very long hair like a Samoan woman.  Then she 
got out of the bamboo.’ (RN2:008-9) 

Minor participants are normally introduced throughout the main body of the text, but the description is less 

elaborate than when a major participant is first introduced within the body of text.  If a minor participant is 

closely related to a major participant it can be incorporated within the introduction for that participant.  Props 

have no special introduction but are referred to as necessary, usually with a full NP.  Thus in (141) below Ïdj` 

‘place’, ghÌnqn ‘rubbish place’ and Ïn` ‘broom’ are props that are being mentioned for the first time. 

 141) ıdm` Ïdj` d,hg`,m`+ t` ln ghÌnqn+ Ïn` d,hg`,m`,jh` 
…her place 3-see-TR, there LIM rubbish.place, broom 3-see-TR-3pl 

‘(she) saw her place, she saw the rubbish place and broom there’ (RN2:010) 

3.1.3 Participant tracking 

There are various devices used in Waima to track participants through the course of a text.  These include: 

NP + g` ‘one’, NP + demonstrative, plain NP, proper Names, pronouns, and, where there is no overt subject or 

object, by person-number indexing on the verb.  Each of these devices will be looked at in turn and their 

frequency and use with different types of participants will be considered.  NP+ha is dealt with first due to its 

role in introducing participants, then plain NPs and verbal affixing are considered as these are the most common 

reference devices, and finally the other less frequent types of reference – NP+ weiana, Proper names and 

pronouns – will be looked at.  To ascertain the frequency and function of these different reference strategies the 
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reference devices occuring in a sample of about 1000 clauses of narrative text were counted, and for each 

instance of referential device the referential distance and persistance was calculated.  Referential distance is the 

number of clauses between a particular instance of the referent and the last clause in the preceding text where 

the referent was somehow present (whether an argument of the clause, marked by NP, pronoun, verb affix, 

ellipsis, or present as a possessor, etc.).  The term ‘persistance’ refers to the number of consecutive following 

clauses in which the referent is somehow present, after each instance of referential device.  Average figures for 

referential distance and persistance were then calculated for each type of device.  As strategies for participant 

tracking in direct speech quotes within narrative texts seem to differ in several ways from that of non-speech 

sections of text, separate averages were calculated for speech and non-speech text.  The frequency of use of 

each device with animate and inanimate referents was also calculated.  Tables showing this data are given in 

Appendix 1. 

3.1.3.1 NP + g` ‘one’ 

A noun phrase containing the indefinite article g` ‘one’, (written for convienience here as NP+g`), is the 

usual form used for the first occurrence of a major participant in a text.  This g` is not the numeral ‘one’, 

g`lnln+ but is probably derived from that.  Some minor participants and props also occur with g` for their 

first occurrence, but not necessarily.   

Where the referent is specific but indefinite (i.e. the speaker has a specific instance/token of the class of 

entity indicated by the head noun in mind, but the hearer as yet does not),  g` normally precedes the adjective, 

if there is one, (142). 

 142) qdlnqdln `nm`h g`m` u`uhÌd g` m`ln,m` Ï`jh,m` 
bamboo in TOP woman one good-3s very-3s 

‘in the bamboo was a very beautiful woman’ (RN2.009) 

But g` can also be used generically, where it is non-specific and non referential, referring to any instance/token 

of a class of items, and in this case g` follows the adjective.  This is illustrated well in (143), although here with 

props rather than participants.  First the lady asks for a (any) new mat, and then a (specific, but unknown to the 

hearer) mat is brought to her. 

 143) “Ìhqd l`g`l`g`,m` g` s,n,l`h,`h,m`--” U` Ïhqd g` l`g`l`g`,m` 
Mat new-3s one pl-2-come-VAL-TR.. Then mat one new-3s 

s,d,`Ìh,m`ı 
pl-3-take-TR 

“bring me a new mat…”  Then they got a new mat… ’ (RN2:039-040) 
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 With subject NPs it is thus the indefinite which is the formally marked form, taking g`, whereas an 

unmarked NP (i.e. one without g`) is usually definite.  Thus when a participant is referred to with an NP and no 

g` the NP is definite referring back to an already introduced participant.  If g` was repeated the NP would refer 

to another participant rather than the same one.  Thus in (144) g`t g` ‘one man’ in the second sentence refers 

to another man, not the man already introduced in the first sentence.  In contrast, the unmarked noun g`t used 

in the second sentence in (145) refers back to the same man as was introduced in the first sentence. 

 144) ÏT`h,m`,h g`m` Gdq`gdq` g`t,m` `s`,m` G`l` @qnu` g`m` l`h dm` qnqh 
ahead-3s-PP TOP place.name man-3s name-3s Hama Arova TOP and his truck 

`o`Ìt`,m` l`sng` Dqdw `u`,m`- G`t g` `s`m` @utqt M`hld g`m` 
big-3s alike Erex like-3s Man one name-3s Aruvu Naime TOP 

qnqh vdh`,m` d,g`qh,m`- 
truck there-3s 3-drive-TR 

‘A long time ago a man from Herahera called Hama Arova had a big truck, just like Erex.  One 
(another) man named Avuru Naime drove that truck’  (Harima:001-2) 

  (Erex is the name of another PMV truck) 

 145) ÏT`hm` g`t g` dm` gdÌ` d,g`q`,m`- G`t `s`,m` Mnd- 
Ahead man one his plot 3-cut-TR. Man name-3s Noe. 

‘A long time ago a man cut his plot.  (The) man’s name was Noe’ (RN1:001-2) 

 With object NPs the distinction is not as clear.  They too may be marked as indefinite using g` (146), but a 

plain NP with no g` does not necessarily indicate definiteness.  Thus a prop which occurs for the first time in 

the story and which is therefore indefinite, may still occur without g`, (147)-  If it occurs again in a story, it 

may still have no extra marking but this time would be definite..  NPs in locative phrases also have no g` to 

indicate indefiniteness (148). 

 146)  ltqhm`h hst g` d,gtgt,m` 
afterwards house one 3-burn-TR 

‘afterwards he burnt a house’ (Aiporo:023) 

 147)  t` ln ghÌnqn+ Ïn` d,hg`,m`,jh` 
there LIM rubbish.place, broom 3-see-TR-3pl 

‘there she saw a rubbish place and a broom’ (RN2:010) 

 148) g`t g` `s`v`,m` ngh g`mnm` Ïtqh `nm`h s,d,lh`gn 
man one spouse-3s both TOP hole in pl-3-stay 

‘a man and his wife stayed in a hole’ 

This NP + g` structure is also commonly used with a temporal NP, normally q`mh ‘day/time’ to indicate a 

new section of the story.  It marks the start of the event line after the introduction to the narrative, and then new 

discourse sections after that (149).  It is normally indefinite ‘one/another day’, but in certain contexts it can be 

interpreted as ‘the next day’. 
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 149) S,d,lh`gn+ s,d,lh`gn+ q`mh g` g`m` g`t g`sh`Ì`,m` s,d,Ì`qh 
pl-3-stay pl-3-stay time one Top man relative-3s pl-3-die 

‘they stayed and stayed, one day the man’s relatives died’ (RN2:031) 

3.1.3.2 Plain NP 

As noted above, indefiniteness is the formally marked form in Waima, at least for subject NPs, so a plain 

NP (ie not NP+g` or + vdh`m`, which are dealt with separately) is usually definite and refers back to a 

previously occuring participant.  With object NPs however plain NPs do not necessarily encode definiteness, 

and they can be used for the first occurrence of props without implying anaphoric reference (see (147) above). 

A plain NP, is the single most frequent way of encoding objects in Waima narratives, accounting for 54% 

of object references in non-speech text and 45% of the object references within direct speech.  It is however a 

less common device for subjects; only 23% of subjects in non-speech and 13% in direct speech are encoded by 

such NPs.  This distribution is explained by the fact that NPs are normally only used to refer to a participant 

which is not available in the preceding clause or several clauses.  (The average referential distance for a plain 

NP is 6.5 clauses for subject NPs and 13.25 clauses for object NPs.)  These NPs thus reintroduce participants 

after an absence of a number of clauses.  Whereas subjects often remain as such or and occur in some other 

role, (eg object, possessor) in a series of consecutive clauses, thus obviating the need for reference with an NP, 

objects come and go more rapidly and therefore need reintroducing by full NPs more often. 

Likewise Locative phrases are most commonly encoded with NPs, and here the referential distances are 

even greater, with the immediately preceding reference occurring an average of 16.5 clauses before. 

It is thus rare to have two coreferring NPs in consecutive clauses.  However, there are some instances 

where a repeated NP does occur.  Within the introduction section of a text, if the first occurrence is encoded 

with NP + g`, the NP may be repeated on its own in the following clause, for example in (145) above, repeated 

here for convenience. 

 150) ÏT`hm` g`t g` dm` gdÌ` d,g`q`,m`- G`t `s`,m` Mnd- 
Ahead man one his plot 3-cut-TR. Man name-3s Noe. 

‘A long time ago a man cut his plot.  (The) man’s name was Noe’ (RN1:001-2) 

The absence of the g` in the second instance marks it as definite, referring back to the previous occurrence, 

and the use of this second NP may help to establish the participant as topical.  It may also be the case that the 

NP is necessary because the introduction involves equative clauses which are verbless and thus the subject 

cannot be marked on the verb.  
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In addition the NP is often repeated if the participant is moving from object to subject and thus increasing 

in topicality, as in (151), (see also below on verb suffix marking for objects) 

 151) m`gt,m` g` d,u`,q`l`,m`+ m`gt,m` u`uhÌd o`o`,m` 
child-3s one 3-CAUS-born-TR, child-3s woman little-3s 

‘she gave birth to a child, the child was a little girl’ (RN2:030) 

In (151) this repeated NP could also help to eliminate the potential ambiguity caused by the presence of two 

third person participants, both of which are potentially topical. 

After a section boundary marked by q`mh g` ‘one day’ the participant is usually referred to with a full NP 

even if they were the subject of the immediately preceding clause.   

 152) U`uhÌd hjto`h`,m` Ïtqh `nm`h d,lh`gn- Q`mh g` u`uhÌd `u` l`h mt`,m` 
Woman alone-3s hole in 3-stay. Day one woman already with belly-3s 

 d,lh`gn- 
3-stay 

‘The woman stayed alone in the hole.  One day the woman was already pregnant.’ (Aiporo:005-6) 

Where a new day is marked by a verb sequence such as 's(do`qt`+ dq`mh ‘(they)/he slept, day dawned’ the 

section boundary appears to be less major and a full NP is not necessary if the same subject continues in the 

following clause (153) as in the one before ‘they/he slept’.  

 153) D,o`qt` d,q`mh+ d,ot` d,lhjhqh d,`n 
3-sleep 3-day 3-end e-rise 3-go 

‘he slept, it dawned, it ended (then) he got up and went’ (Aiporo:031) 

If the subject changes, a full NP is optionally used, depending on how retrievable the correct referent is from 

the context.  For example in (154) preceding sdo`qt` was a dialogue between the boy and his mother, so the 

pig needs to be reintroduced with an NP.  In (155) however, although the immediately preceding subject was 

not the boy, he was at least in the preceding clause as a possessor and it is clear from context that it is the boy 

who is waiting, so no NP is used. 

 154) S,d,o`qt` d,q`mh `honqn g`d`lnm` d,l`h ltd 
pl-3-sleep 3-day pig again 3-come back 

‘they slept it dawned again the pig came back’ (Aiporo:038) 

 155) Dm` Ï`uh `q`,m` `Ìh d,u`,ltd,m`- S,d,o`qt` d,q`mh d,u`hÌhl` 
his word answer-3s not 3-CAUS-back-TR. Pl-3-sleep 3-dawn 3-wait 

‘he (pig) didn’t answer his (boy’s) word.  They slept, it dawned, he (boy) waited’ (Aiporo:044-45) 

3.1.3.3 Verbal marking  

Apart from the introduction section of a narrative where a subject NP may be repeated in successive 

clauses, there is usually no overt NP (noun or pronoun) if the participant remains the subject of several 

consecutive clauses.  Instead reference is maintained by just the verbal prefix, which indicates the person and 
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number of the subject.  This verbal prefix is obligatory on all verbs, so when there is an overt subject NP it is 

often redundant, but in many cases there is no overt subject NP and the prefix is the sole indicator of the 

identity of the subject.  The use of a verbal prefix alone is, in fact, the most frequent referential device for 

subjects in narrative texts; 62% of subjects are referred to in this way. 

 156) R`mh g` M`hld d,lhjhqh d,`n,ln ond d,j`nj`n- 
Day one Naime 3-get.up e-go-LIM beach 3-walk.around. 

‘one day Naime got up, went to the beach, walked around’ (RN2:004) 

When a different participant becomes subject it is usually introduced or reintroduced with an NP.  If it then 

remains subject in consecutive clauses reference is again maintained with the verbal prefix. 

 157) ıg`d`lnm` d,ltd d,`n l`qd,`h d,j`q`Ì`t d,lh`sh uth,m` m,d,st`qh,m` `nm`h  
…again 3-back 3-go chief’s.place 3-come.up 3-sit hair-3s pr-3-comb-TR while 

g`m` M`hld `s`v`,m` H`qd ngh tl`,h s,d,l`h- S,d,l`h s,d,`n dj`h 
TOP Naime spouse-3s Iare both garden-PP pl-3-come. Pl-3-come pl-3-go their 

hst,`h s,d,gnqnshı 
house-PP pl-3-put.. 

‘again she went back to the chief’s place, went up, sat down and was combing her hair when 
Naime and his wife Iare came from the garden.  They came, went, put their things in their 
house…’  (RN2:015-16) 

There are, however, several exceptions to this pattern.  It is possible for subjects to change without marking via 

a full NP.  No NP is needed to reintroduce subjects in the following situations: 

 After an intervening clause(s) with an impersonal verb, often used to show aspect  (158) 
or time (159). When such a verb occurs between two clauses with the same subject, no 
reintroductory NP is needed: 

 158x163) dm` gdÌ` d,g`q`g`q` d,`n d,`n l`s`,m` q`qh,m` Ï`jh,m`- D,gtgt,m`-- 
his plot 3-cut.cut 3-go 3-go wide-3s big-3s very-3s. 3-light-TR 

‘He cut his plot, it went on and on until very big.  He lit it.’ (RN1:003-4) 

 159) D,o`qt` d,q`mh d,ot` d,lhjhqh d,`n 
3-sleep 3-day 3-end 3-get.up 3-go 

‘he slept, day dawned it finished, he got up and went’  
(he slept, the next day he got up and went) (Aiporo:031) 

 After a clause (or clauses) where the subject is a prop.  As props are usually non-
volitional actors, a return to the topical participant as subject is usually obvious from the 
context and semantic meaning of the verbs involved. 

 160) d,gtgt,m` d,`q` d,`q` d,ot`- Q`nm` d,`Ìh,m` 
3-light-TR 3-burn 3-burn 3-finish. Log 3-take-TR 

‘he lit it, it burnt, it burnt, it finished.  He took logs’ (RN1:004-5) 

 161) g`,l,`,d`n `mh`mh `u` d,`v`sh j`,g,'`(,`mh- 
INCL-IMP-1-go food already 3-be.cooked IRR-INCL-1-eat 

‘let’s go, the food is already cooked, we’ll eat’ (RN2:027) 

 After an intervening different subject which is part of an object complement clause or 
embedded clause, such as relative clauses (162) and (163). 

 162) t`gn qt` s,d,`n+Z lhnqh d,Ì`uh `j`,m`\ s,d,u`u`h,m` 
girl two pl-3-go, boy 3-say work-3s pl-3-make-TR 

‘the two girls went, [the work which the boy told them] they did ’ 
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 163) d,j`nj`n `nm`h g`m` Zqdlnqdln g` ond,`h d,`qt,Ì`t,m` t`\ d,hg`,m` 
3-walk.around while TOP bamboo one beach-PP 3-flow.up-TR there 3-see-TR 

‘while he was walking around, he saw a bamboo drifted ashore there’ (RN2:005) 

 When one participant is singular and the other is plural they may alternate subject roles 
without any further NP marking, since it is clear from the verb prefix which subject is 
involved 

 164) `jt `nm`h `mh`mh d,s`ut h` `mh`mh g`mnm` l`tqh,jh` utnm`h s,d,s`Ìt 
see in food 3-find but food TOP alive-3pl because pl-3-fear 

s,d,ud`t djh` l`tqh s,d,q`nm`,m`,jh`+ u` d,`n `mn g`h`m`h g`mnm` l`h` 
pl-3-run their life pl-3-think-TR-3pl then 3-go sand side-3s-PP TOP fish 

o`o`,m` g` d,hg`,m` 
small-3s one 3-see-TR 

‘in the sea he found some food, but because the food (pl) was alive they were frightened and ran 
away, thinking for their lives, then he went near to shore and saw a small fish’ 

In this example it can be seen that the first time `mh`mh occurs as a subject instead of object the NP is used, but 

later it returns to the singular subject with no repeated NP.  However there is also use of the conjunction u` 

‘then’ to help mark this switch in subject.  Sometimes dot` ‘it finished’ also seems to serve this function of 

indicating a change between subjects marked only by verbal prefix (165), but this is not always the case. 

 165) s,d,shÌt s,d,shÌt d,`n ln s,d,shÌt Ï`qh- D,ot` l`sht qdqd,m` g` 
Pl-3-dive pl-3-dive 3-go LIM pl-3-dive very. 3-end tree branch-3s  one 

d,utgngtqh,m`- 
3-break  frantically-TR 

‘they dived and dived until they dived very deep.  It finished, (then) he frantically broke a tree 
branch’ (Aiporo:050-51) 

 When the subject changes from singular to plural but the previous singular subject is 
included in the new plural subject then only an NP for the new participant is necessary, 
the retained participant has no overt NP, but after the other NP ngh ‘two together’ is used 
and the verb prefix is plural. (see further remarks on ngh below) 

 166) d,lh`gn q`mh g` g`m`  `s`v`,m` ngh s,d,j`q`gh tl` s,d,`n 
3-stay day one TOP  spouse-3s together pl-3-get.out garden pl-3-go 

‘he stayed, one day together with his wife they went out to the garden’ 

 Subjects within direct speech quotes are usually ignored for the purposes of these 
participant tracking patterns.  This means that a subject given before the quote can remain 
subject after the quote without reintroduction with an NP even if the quote involved other 
subjects.  However if the quote or speech exchange is long an NP may be used at the 
resumption of the main narrative.  Within direct speech verb prefixes are used in much 
the same way as in narrative; but pronouns are used more frequently instead of NPs to 
reintroduce subjects, (see below).  

These patterns are just tendencies rather than hard and fast rules, and they may interact with each other as 

well as other factors, so it is not as straight-forward as outlined above.  The governing factor is that a referent 

can be clearly identified for each reference device used.  There is also a certain amount of speaker variation. 
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Objects can also be marked solely by a suffix occuring after the transitive marker on the verb, (which 

however is  for 3s).  As with verb prefixes, these suffixes are obligatory on all transitive verbs1 even when 

there is an overt object NP, but where the object occurs in consecutive clauses it may be marked solely by this 

suffixing. 

 167) d,`n Ï`j`d` d,jnln,m`, d,jnln,m`, d,l`h d,u`sn,m`,- 
3-go banana 3-pierce-TR-3s 3-pierce-TR-3s 3-come e-plant-TR-3s 

‘he went, dug banana, dug it, came, planted it’ 

 168) ghÌnqn Ïn` d,hg`,m`,jh` d,lhjhqh d,`Ìh,m`,jh` 
rubbish.place broom 3-see-TR-3pl 3-rise 3-take-TR-3pl 

‘she saw a rubbish place and broom, got up and took them’ (RN2:010) 

It can be noted from these examples that where an intransitive verb (dl`h in (167) and dlhjhqh in (168)) occurs 

between two transitive verbs with the same object then no new object NP is needed for the object in the second 

clause, though it may sometimes be repeated.  (N.B. dlhjhqh is used here non-literally to mark a new action 

after a decision by the subject)  

As already mentioned, objects change more rapidly, so they do not occur as often as subjects in strings of 

consecutive clauses.  Therefore objects are not marked as often by this verb suffix only strategy.  Rather than 

being the most frequent referential device as prefixing is with subjects, objects are most commonly referred to 

by full NPs, with suffix marking being the second most frequent device.  40% of objects in direct speech and 

29% in ordinary narrative text are marked by a verb suffix only. 

It is interesting to note the animacy patterns with the verb suffixes.  As the majority of objects are 

inanimate props it would be expected that most verb suffix marking would refer to inanimate referents, as is the 

case with object NPs.  This is the case in non-speech where 62% of verb suffix only marking have inanimate 

referents, but in direct speech only 18% refer to inanimate objects and 82% have animate referents.  This may 

be due to the fact that in dialogue the speaker and addressee themselves are frequently the objects marked by 

the verb suffixes (169). 

 169) U`qht j,`,qdv` g`q`h+ j,n,snu`,m`,Ìt j,n,`Ìh,m`,Ìt 
now IRR-1-shoot well IRR-2-wrap-TR-1s IRR-2-take-Tr-1s 

‘now I will shoot well, you will wrap me, you will take me’ (RN1:020) 

                                                           
1 There are some instances where transitive verbs do not take transitive marking like this.  It appears that with verbs which 

are commonly collocated with particular objects the transitive marker and object agreement may be omitted, particularly 
where the object is less highly individuated, (Hopper and Thompson 1980), such as with mass nouns or if it is generic 
rather than having a specific referent.  In situations requiring higher transitivity, such as where the object is highly 
individuated the transitive marker and object indexing would occur.  For instance the transitive marker can be omitted in 
‘he cut wood’; with the transitive marker in place it would inidicate ‘he cut a particular tree’. 
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If a participant switches from being the subject of one clause to an object of the following clause, no new 

NP is needed; it continues to be tracked by verb suffixes (170). 

 170) Q`mh g` g`t d,`n tl` g`mnm` `honqn J`ot` d,`,m`,- 
Day one man 3-go garden TOP pig (name) 3-eat-TR-3s 

‘one day the man went to the garden and the pig Kapua ate him’ (Aiporo:004) 

However if the participant changes from object to subject it normally requires a restated NP as it is 

increasing in topicality (171).  This is illustrated particularly nicely in (172) where the participants reverse 

subject and object roles in the second clause.  The pig moves from subject to object and is just marked by verb 

suffixing in the second clause (), whereas the boy moves from object to subject and the N is repeated in the 

second clause. 

 171) @jt `nm`h `mh`mh d,s`ut+ h` `mh`mh g`mnm` l`tqh,jh` utnm`h s,d,s`Ìt 
sea in food 3-found but food TOP alive-3pl because pl-3-fear 

‘in the sea he found food, but because the food (pl) was alive they ran away’ (Maia:004) 

 172) @honqn dm` mt`s`d lhnqh j,d,tqh,m`,+ h` lhnqh dm` mt`s`d j,d,jnln,m`,- 
Pig his desire boy IRR-3-bite-TR-3s but boy his desire IRR-3-pierce-TR-3s 

‘the pig wanted to bite the boy but the boy wanted to pierce him’ (Aiporo:032) 

This also applies where a participant moves from being an object to a possessor.  In such cases the N or 

sometimes a PN is given; whereas when a subject becomes a possessor this is not necessary. 

There are a few exceptions to these patterns:  

 within direct speech participants may switch from object to subject with no restated NP,  

 173) `Ìh `,hg`,mh,Ìn `s`,Ìt m,n,ghm`,m`, `hgn- 
Not 1-see-TR-2s name-1s PR-2-call-TR-3s thus 

‘I did not see you, (so) you’re calling my name like this’ (RN1:019) 

 in clause chains showing direction (174), desire or purpose (175) the object of the first 
clause may become subject of the second with no NP marking. 

 174) h` otj` d,tgt,m`,jh` s,d,`n l`qdqd Ïdj`,m` 
he book 3-send-Tr-3pl pl-3-go study place-3s 

‘he sent the books, (they went) to school’ (JM2:52) 

 175) H`qd d,l`h M`hld j,d,`o`qh,m`, j,d,`n 
Iare 3-come Naime IRR-3-call-Tr-3s f-3-go 

‘Iare came to call Naime to go’ (RN2:024) 

 When props change grammatical role the NP is more usually given, often with vdh`m`, 
(see below), even if it is changing from subject to object. 

3.1.3.4 Pronouns 

Pronouns occur only rarely in narrative texts.  In the six texts used to calculate frequency of reference 

devices, pronouns are used to encode only around 3% of subject and object references in the plain narrative text 

(In direct speech the use of pronouns is a little different and will be dealt with below).  Out of these 20 
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occurrences of pronouns 12 were ordinary subject or object pronouns 2 and 8 were the derived numeral pronoun 

sdq`qt` ‘the two of them’.  The majority (95%) of pronouns in non-speech text refer to subjects rather than 

objects, and all of them have animate referents.  Language helpers say that pronouns can be used to refer to 

inanimate referents too.  From the text data however this would seem to be very rare.  In narrative texts the only 

pronouns used for inanimate referents are formed from the demonstrative form vdh`m`.vdh`jh` ‘that/those’ 

and these all occur for objects in direct speech (see below).  The only ordinary pronoun h` to be used for an 

inanimate referent is found in a procedural text where it refers to an inanimate subject (176). 

 176) m,h,`n h` mhuhmhuh m,`,Ìhnuh g`q`h,m` 
pr-3-go it thin pr-1-know well-TR 

‘it (the cutting) goes on until it (the canoe) is thin, I know it well’ (RN9:009) 

Given this very limited occurrence of pronouns, ie they occur only rarely and mainly for animate subjects, 

where do they occur and why?  The most common position (25% of occurrences) is around speech exchanges to 

mark that a different participant has taken over the speech turn (177).  This is not obligatory, however, as 

turntaking after the initial exchange can occur with no reference to who is speaking; the listener just has to keep 

track. 

 177) “Ï`h n,u`,shÌt Ï`qh,m`,l`h-” H` d,Ì`uh+ Ôs`u` udh,m` j`,s,n,q`h>” H` 
eh 2-CAUS-dive very-TR-1.pl.EXCL. He 3-say “what water-3s IRR-pl-2-fetch. They 

  s,d,Ì`uh+ Ôjtot,l`h v`q`mh d,`n tl`ı 
pl-3-say grand(father)-1.pl.EXCL yesterday 3-go garden… 

(A)“eh, you made use dive too much.”  He(B) said, “what water are you fetching?”  They (A) 
said, “yesterday our grandfather went to the garden…” (Aiporo:054-56) 

Pronouns can also occur in the introduction section of the narrative, just as a plain N can occur even where 

the preceding clause has the same subject.  This may also be because many of these clauses are verbless 

equative clauses so an overt subject is needed for the complement predicate to refer back to as there is no verb 

to indicate subject. 

 178) G`t `s`,m` M`hld- H` g`m` `s`v`,m` `s`,m` H`qd- 
Man name-3s Naime. He TOP spouse-3s name-3s Iare. 

‘(there was) a man named Naime.  He (had) a wife named Iare.’ (RN2:001-2) 

 179) Djh` lh`gn `nm`h g`t g` `s`,m` Adq`tq` `unln d,lh`gn- 
Their stay during man one name-3s Sun also 3-stay 

  H` g`m` g`t`mh`mh- 
He TOP monster 

‘While they stayed there was a man named Sun also staying.  He was a monster’ (Beraura:003-4) 

One other function of pronouns seems to be to in some way emphasize or alert the hearer to a change of 

subject.  It was noted earlier that an N is usually used to reintroduce a subject and thus marks change of subject.  

                                                           
2 There is no morphological distinction between subject and object pronouns in Waima. 
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However when a new participant, normally a major participant, is easily available from the context, and the 

change of subject is in some way important, such as being contrastive, or starting a new turn in the story, then a 

pronoun may be used instead of an N.  In (180) the focus switches here from the man to the banana and remains 

with the banana for the most of the rest of the story.  In (181) the action that participant B is about to perform 

alters the rest of the story in that he has to return to earth because he has opened the house door against the 

moons command.  In (182) the two subjects’ actions are being contrasted, in that the boy’s action is not yet 

completed when the monster manages to complete his action.  

 180) D,n,m` d,ot` d,`n gdqd,m`,h d,jnqnsh+ h` m,h,Ï`uhı 
3-hear-TR 3-end 3-go near-3s-PP 3-stand he pr-3-say 

‘he (A) heard him (B), then he (A) went and stood near him (B), he (B) was saying…’ (RN1:015) 

 181) d,j`Ì` g`mnm` h` d,lhjhqh g`m` hst ln vdh`,m` d,j`hj`t,m` 
3-walk TOP he 3-rise TOP house LIM there-3s 3-open-TR 

‘(when) he (A) left, he (B) got up and opened that house (door)’ (RN3:010) 

 182) Lhnqh m,d,qhqh ngnln g`m` h` Ïnjh `u` d,`Ìh,m` 
boy pr-3-down still TOP he a.fruit already 3-take-TR 

‘while the boy (A) was still coming down, he (B) had already taken the fruit’ (Beraura:054) 

In this way pronouns can emphasize a contrast between subjects eg ‘a does x but b does y’ or the reintroduction 

of a subject which has occurred quite recently but is now becoming topicalised or starting a new section of the 

story.  This would explain why subject pronouns on average have a shorter referential distance than Ns 

(pronouns 1.95 clauses; nouns 7.58 clauses in non-speech), since their referent needs to be easily accessible to 

the hearer and is therefore normally mentioned only a few clauses previously.  Pronouns also have a greater 

average persistance than Nouns (pronouns 3.46 clauses; nouns 1.92 clauses in non-speech).  This is because if 

the subject change is important or indicating the beginning of a new event sequence in the story, it is likely that 

that subject will remain in activated for several following clauses.  Nouns are used if the previous reference is 

further away, but the new subject may not necessarily remain as such for very long.  This use of pronouns is not 

entirely consistant though, as the pronoun may be used for a subject that is about to be dismissed (183) and 

(184) or for one that is being reintroduced as in (180) to (182) above. 

 183) d,lhjhqh u`uhÌd j,d,`s`n`,m` d,`n- H` `u` d,j`ltqh g`m` g`sh,m` 
3-rise woman IRR-3-spouse-TR 3-go. He already 3-go.after TOP brother-3s 

A`q`h t`Ì` d,o`otq` mnmn` d,l`h 
Barai there 3-play hurry 3-come 

‘he (A) got up and went to marry the woman.  When he (A) had already left his brother Barai (B) 
finished his playing and came’ (Beraura:014) 
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 184) --udh,`h d,snut- H` d,snut `nm`h g`m` @qtqt+ g`sh,m` l`h t`gn 
water-PP 3-sink. He 3-sink while TOP Aruru brother-3s and girl  

vdh`,m` `u` s,d,ud`t `j`tl` 
there-3s already pl-3-run disappear 

‘..he sank into the water.  While he sank Aruru, his brother and that girl were already running 
away’ (Beraura:061) 

From these two examples it seems that the pronoun is also used here in the tail-head linkage, refering back to 

the previous sentence before moving on to the new subject. 

The numeral pronoun sdq`qt` is mainly used for subjects and indicates that two participants who have 

both been subjects of recent clauses are now forming a joint plural subject. For example, it can occur after a 

speech exchange, to confirm that both of the subjects involved in the dialogue are now jointly subject of the 

following action.  

 185) H` A`q`h d,Ì`uh+ Ôg`,l,`,d`nı” D,ot` sdq`'qt`( s,d,`n Adq`tq` dm` Ïdj` 
but Barai 3-say INCL-IMP-1-go 3-end two.of.them pl-3-go Sun his place 

‘but Barai said, “let’s go….”  Then the two of them went to Sun’s place’ (Beraura:029-30) 

It also occurs where the subject and object of one clause become the plural subject of the following clause.  In 

addition it may occur where two participants, whilst not both occuring in the immediately preceding clause, are 

both readily accessible from preceding clauses. 

 186) D,ot` m`gt,m` d,Ìdud,m` sdq`qt` s,d,`n 
3-end child-3s 3-hold.up-TR two.of.them pl-3-go 

‘then she held her child and the two of them went’ (RN2:054) 

 187) Lhnqh `honqn d,jnln,m` h` `honqn g`t,m` d,o`ghgh jhÌ` u`g` utnm`h 
boy pig 3-pierce-TR but pig skin-3s 3-strong very much because 

`Ìh d,s`h,m`+ sdq`qt` s,d,Ì`t d,`n ln d,q`uh- 
not 3-fit-TR two.of.them pl-3-fight 3-go LIM 3-night 

‘the boy pierced the pig but because the pig’s skin was very tough it didn’t succeed, the two of 
them fought until evening’ (Aiporo:033) 

In each of these cases the participants are easily established from preceding clauses, (the referential distance is 

again smaller than for nouns) so there is no need for a more explicit NP+ngh ‘both’ construction as is illustrated 

in (188) below.  In fact such a construction would appear cumbersome, especially in sentence medial position as 

it would be if it replaced sdq`qt` in (186) and (187) above. 

 188) Lhnqh ghm`,m` ngh Ïtqh s,d,g`un,m` 
boy mother-3s both hole pl-3-leave-TR 

‘the boy and his mother left the hole’ (Aiporo:021) 

If the subject reverts to singular again after one or two clauses with this plural subject and no NP is used for 

the subject then the singular subject is the same as that of the singular clause immediately preceding sdq`qt`, 
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which may well be a more topical participant.  Thus in (189) the previous singular subject was the woman 

‘Hane’, and after three plural clauses, the singular possessor and then subject both refer back to ‘Hane’ 

 189) m`gt,m` u`uhÌd o`o`,m` vdh`,m` d,Ìdud,m`+ sdq`qt` s,d,`n g`l`q`  
child-3s woman little-3s there-3s 3-hold.up-TR two.of.them pl-3-go  rubbish 

  s,d,mdÌd,m`- Sdq`qt` s,d,j`Ì` udqnm` s,d,`n ond,`h s,d,lh`sh- 
pl-3-throw-Tr Two.of.them pl-3-walk straight pl-3-gobeach-PP pl-3-sit  

L`g`,m` d,`n `jto`j` vdh`,m` d,hg`,m`- 
Eye-3s 3-go ocean there-3s 3-see-TR 

‘she took her child that little girl, the two of them went and threw the rubbish (away).  The two of 
them walked straight to the beach and sat down.  Her eyes went, she saw that ocean’ (RN2:52-53) 

In the direct speech passages pronouns are more common than in the rest of narrative text, being used to 

encode 12.2% of subjects and objects.  For subjects, pronouns are thus the second most common referential 

device after verb prefixes, although there is a large gap between the frequency of these two, prefixes accounting 

for 62.5% and pronouns only 14.65% of subjects.  For objects it is the third most common device after NPs and 

verb suffixes, and is used for 5% of object reference.  This greater frequency is in part due to the fact that within 

direct speech many subjects and objects refer to the speaker him/herself or the addressee; they are thus 1st or 2nd  

person and, apart from the occasional use of kin terms, and proper names dealt with below, it would be 

awkward and less clear to encode these as nouns.  This means that whereas nouns are used to mark the switch 

of 3rd person subjects, pronouns are used within speech to mark the switch of these 1st and 2nd person subjects.  

The subject of the first clause in direct speech can be marked by verb prefix only (190), but where the subject 

changes a pronoun is used.  For greater contrast between subjects pronouns may be used for both subjects 

(191). 

 190) j`,s,n,lh`gn `t g`mnm` j,`,d`n dj` `mh`mh j,`,s`ut 
IRR-pl-2-stay I TOP IRR-1-go our food IRR-1-find 

“(you) stay, I will go and find our food”  (Maia:003) 

 191) nh u`uhÌd m`ln,lt h` `t g`m` dÌt q`nm`,ln m,h,j`Ì` s`h,m`,h  
You woman good-2s but I TOP my thinking-LIM pr-3-walk towards-3s-PP  

m,`,d`n- 
pr-1-go 

“you are a good woman but I am going towards where my thinking is going” (Beraura:021) 

Sometimes verb prefixes alone are used for both subjects over a subject change boundary; this is probably 

possible because 1st and 2nd person referents are more easily identifiable without an overt subject NP than 3rd 

person referents.  This means that when pronouns are used it often serves to contrast subjects.  Thus in (192) 

verb prefixes alone distinguish the subjects whereas in (193) pronouns are used to emphasize the contrast 

between subjects. 
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 192) j,`,j`Ì` `nm`h hst o`o`,m` vdh`,m` `Ìh j,n,j`hj`t `ot`,m` 
IRR-1-walk during house small-3s there-3s not IRR-2-open ever-Tr 

‘while I am away don’t ever open that small house’ (RN3:009) 

 193) @t `,j`Ì` g`m` nh s`u` n,u`u`h,m`> 
I 1-walk TOP you what 2-make-TR 

‘While I was away what did you do?’ (RN3:013) 

Pronouns are often used with or without a proper name to refer to the addressee at the start of a speech turn, 

especially if the speech is a question (194) -(196) or command (197).   

 194) D,`o`qh,m` ÔG`md+ nh m`gt,lt ngh j`,s,n,tdqd> 
3-call-TR Hane, you child-2s both IRR-pl-2-wash 

‘he called her, “Hane, are you and your child going to wash?”’ (RN2:055) 

 195) Mnd+ nh m`Ì` ln m,n,lh`gn+ t` s`h ln `s`,lt m,d,ghm`,m`> 
Noe, you here LIM pr-2-stay there who LIM name-2s pr-3-say-TR 

“Noe, you are just staying here, who is that calling your name?” (RN1:011) 

 196) nh g`m` `dÌd,`h n,l`h> 
You TOP where-PP 2-come 

“you came from where?” (RN2:017) 

 197) Nh g`t,lt g`m` m`g`,Ìt j,n,a`q`h,m` 
you man-2s TOP child-1s IRR-2-help-TR 

“you man will help my child!” (Beraura:047) 

Pronouns may also be used to contrast either 1st or 2nd person with a 3rd person subject; in this case the 3rd 

person may be encoded by a pronoun too even where the referent has not been mentioned for several preceding 

clauses, but it is clear from context who the referent is.  In dialogue it seems that the referents are often 

accessible from the real world rather than just preceding text, so pronouns can be used more often rather than 

full noun phrases. 

 198) J`,s,n,`n Ïnjh j`,s,n,j`h q`mhm`h g`m` Ïnjh j,n,j`h,m` 
IRR-pl-2-go a.fruit IRR-pl-2-pierce when TOP a.fruit IRR-2-pierce-TR  

j,d,`n `s`t,Ì`jh,m`,h u` h` Ïnjh h,`Ìh,m` m,h,`n g`m` nh j,n,qhqh 
IRR-3-go far-very-3s-PP then he a.fruit NOM-take-TR pr-3-go TOP you  IRR-2-down 

‘when you (pl) go to get fruit, you (sg) pierce a fruit (so) it goes a very long way away, then when 
he goes to get the fruit, you come down’ (Beraura:051) 

The derived numeral pronoun g`q`qt` ‘the two of us’ is used in a similar way to s`q`qt` to unite two 

speakers in a dialogue or preceding single subjects within the speech as a plural subject or object within speech 

(199).  In contrast the inclusive first person plural pronoun `hj` seems to be used at the start of a dialogue 

where the two participants have not occurred as single subjects so they do not need to be more explicitly joined 

by g`q`qt` (200). 
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 199) Nh `d`,m` m,t,`n+ `t m,`,d`n Adq`tq` j,d,`gt,m`,Ìt g`m` g`q`qt` `Ìh 
you how-3s pr-2-go I pr-1-go Sun IRR-3-hit-TR-1s TOP two.of.us not 

  l,d,`gt,m`,j` 
IMP-3-hit-TR-1.INCL 

“Where are you going, I’m going to Sun, if he kills me he might kill the two of us’  (Beraura:028) 

 200) lhnqh ghm`,m` d,u`j`h,m` d,shu`g`+ Ô`hj` `dÌd,`h m`,g,`,lh`gn>” 
boy mother-3s 3-ask-TR 3-say, we(INCL) where-PP pr-INCL-1-stay 

‘the boy asked his mother saying, “where are we staying?”’ (Aiporo:009) 

As is the case with non-speech, 100% of subject pronouns in direct speech have animate referents, but 

unlike speech, 50% of the object pronouns have inanimate referents.  All of these though are the pronouns 

formed from demonstrative vdh`m` ‘that’, as mentioned above, rather than being the ordinary pronoun form h` 

‘it/he/him’ 

 201) qdlnqdln g` ond,`h `,`Ìh,m` g`m` `,l`h,`h,m`+ vdh`,m` g`m` 
bamboo one beach-PP 1-take-TR TOP 1-come-VAL-TR that-3s TOP  

hst qnut,m` `,s`Ì`Ì`t,m` 
house wall-3s 1-put.up-TR 

‘one bamboo on the beach, I took it, brought it, that I put in the house wall’ (RN2:020) 

3.1.3.5 NP + vdh`m` ‘that’ 

The form vdh`m` is a demonstrative ‘that’ composed of the locative vdh` Ïthere’ and agreement with the 

head N, which is most often Ím` (3s) or Íjh` (3pl).  It occurs within the NP after the N and has a deictic 

function, marking the N as definite and providing anaphoric reference to a preceding occurrence.  It is not as 

frequent as plain NPs for either subjects or objects, but occurs more frequently for objects 5.75% than for 

subjects 2.95%.  This might be because subject NPs usually already encode definiteness if they are not marked 

by g` one, whereas plain object NPs may be indefinite and thus vdh`m` is used to clarify that the N has a 

previous referent.  It is most commonly used for objects in non-speech, being the third most frequent reference 

device (7.51%).  It frequently refers to inanimate props, but where the referent is animate it is usually a major 

participant.  Its referential distance is on average less than that for plain NPs, i.e. the preceding reference to it is 

closer, and it is not normally used for the first reference. In direct speech it can occur for the first reference, but 

here the referent is provided in the real world of the dialogue, so it does not have to refer back to a referent 

within the text.  Occasionally it is used for the first reference to an object in non-speech, perhaps because the 

speaker has a very definite one in mind, which may be described further in the following text.  In direct speech 

vdh`m` ‘that’ is often replaced by mdh`m` ‘this’ to reflect the change in deictic centre.  This form too may 

occasionally be used cataphorically.  For instance in Hane is speaking to Naime; after explaining why she is 
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upset, she says ‘this is my voice’, which seems to refer forward to the message she is about to give to Naime 

about where he should go to find the treasure.  It thus acts as an introduction to an important speech. 

 202) u`qht `,l`h mdh`,h m,n,hg`,m`,Ìt 'ı( `h`,Ìt mdh`,m`- Jdot vdh`,m`  
now 1-come here-PP pr-2-see-TR-1s (…) voice-1s here-3s. Treasure there-3s  

  n,h,g`,m`ı 
2-see-Tr 

‘now I have come here, you see me (…) my voice is this.  That treasure you saw…’ (RN2:059-60) 

Apart from the above mentioned frequencies of occurrence the following tendencies of usage have been 

noted.  With both props and major participants vdh`m` often seems to occur where the referent is changing 

syntactic role from its previous occurrence. Thus in (203) ‘house/place’ is initially a locative PP, and then in the 

correlative information given in a descriptive aside it becomes a subject, where it takes vdh`m`-  No 

demonstrative is used with l`qd` which is the NP predicate in this clause, but then vdh`m` occurs again with 

following reference to the house dj`m` vdh`m`h ‘that place’, which is changes back to a locative PP.  In (204) 

the boy was subject three clauses previously and is now genitive possessor of the object. 

 203) dl`h dm` hst`h dj`q`Ì`t u` hst vdh`m` g`m` l`qd` 'ı( l`d`qhl` 
3-come his house-PP 3-come.up then house there-3s TOP chief’s.place (…) people 

`s`t,`h j,d,l`h g`m` j,d,`q`h dj`,m` vdh`,m`,h 
far.away-PP f-3-come TOP f-3-rest place-3s there-3s-PP 

‘he came, went up into his house, now that house was a chief’s place (…) if someone came from 
far away he would sleep in that place’  (RN2:006) 

 204) Mhnqh ln vdh`,m` nqdnqd,m` udh `nm`h s,d,hg`,m`- 
Boy LIM there-3s reflection-3s water in pl-3-see-TR 

‘they saw that boy’s reflection in the water’ (Aiporo:048) 

Such a change in role does not motivate the use of an NP in the first place, this is governed by the factors 

discussed above; however where an NP is used and the participant has changed syntactic role, then the 

demonstrative may be used too.   

The demonstrative vdh`m` often occurs where the NP is head of a relative clause which has no relative 

pronoun, or where the NP has some kind of additional postposed modifier.  As mentioned in 0 Relative Clauses, 

these demonstratives could perhaps be relics of the original Oceanic Austronesian relative clause structure 

where the demonstrative was the complementizer. In (205) u`uhÌd vdh`m` is the object of the matrix clause but 

the subject of a relative clause, in (206).the locative NP is modified by a relative clause in which it is the 

subject, and in (207) the NP is modified by a stative clause before the verb of the matrix clause. 

 205) L`d`qhl` u`uhÌd vdh`,m` Zd,g`h \ s,d,hg`,m` 
people woman there-3s 3-cry  pl-3-see-TR 

‘the people saw the woman (who) cried’ (RN2:046) 
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 206) s,d,`n `jt vdh`,m` Zm,h,s`qn,Ì`t,m` \ `nm`h s,d,dgdtgt 
pl-3-go sea there-3s pr-3-sweep-up-TR in pl-3-board.sink 

‘the went, waded into the sea (which) was sweeping up’ (RN2:054) 

 207) u`uhÌd vdh`,m` `s`,m` g`m` G`md `Ìh d,g`h 
woman there-3s name TOP Hane not 3-cry 

‘that woman, her name (was) Hane, did not cry’  (RN2:031) 

This usage is understandable as both relative clauses and vdh`m` have a deictic function, pointing to the 

specific referent. 

3.1.3.6 Proper names 

Participants can be referred to using proper names. Unlike many PNG cultures, the use of personal names is 

not taboo in Waima, and calling people by name is in fact an important part of maintaining good relationships.  

In Waima narratives, proper names can be used for major or minor participants, but most commonly with major 

participants.  They are used for animate participants and inanimate objects that are personified and treated as 

animate in traditional narratives.  Examples of this are the banana in RN1 and the moon in RN3.  In some cases 

it seems that a common noun is used like a proper noun for such personified objects, as in the following 

example in (208) where M`v` is used as a vocative to address the moon.   

 208) M`v` d+ j,n,l`h 
Moon, VOC IRR-2-come 

‘Moon, come!’  (RN3:005) 

Normally if a participant is given a name it is done right at the start of the story when the participants are 

introduced (209). 

 209) ÏT`hm` g`t g` dm` gdÌ` d,g`q`,m`- G`t `s`,m` Mnd 
ahead-3s man one his plot 3-cut-TR. Man name-3s Noe. 

‘a long time ago a man cut his plot.  The man’s name was Noe’  (RN1:001-2) 

There are two exceptions to this; one is in Aiporo where the pig’s name is not given until his first action on the 

actual event line, and after that it is only used once more in speech, both times together with the common noun 

`honqn ‘pig’. 

 210) Q`mh g` g`t d,`n tl` g`mnm` `honqn J`ot` d,`,m` 
day one man 3-go garden TOP pig Kapua 3-eat-TR 

‘One day when the man went to the garden, the pig Kapua ate him’  (Aiporo:004) 

The other is in RN2 where one of the major participants is not named until half way through, after 134 clauses. 

 211) H`qd ln d,g`h h` u`uhÌd vdh`,m` `s`,m` g`m` G`md `Ìh d,g`h- 
Iare LIM 3-cry but woman there-3s name-3s TOP Hane not 3-cry 

‘Only Iare cried, but that woman, called Hane, didn’t cry’ (RN2:031) 
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After that both the proper name and the common noun are used to refer to her in different places.  In contrast 

Naime and Iare are named right from the start, and Iare in particular is nearly always referred to with her proper 

name whenever a NP is used.  The non-use of a proper name for this lady in contrast with Iare, Naime’s first 

wife seems just to have been caused by pragmatic reasons on the part of the narrator rather than indicating 

anything about the status of the relationship. In the first half of the story this lady had normally been acting in 

contrast with either Naime (sometimes together with his first wife), or the relatives.  Thus referring to her as 

u`uhÌd ‘lady’ or u`uhÌd vdh`m` ‘that lady’ is sufficient to clearly identify her.  At the point where she is named 

as Hane she begins to act in contrast with Iare, and thus with two women being the main actors, common nouns 

are less satisfactory for distinguishing between them and so Hane is named too.   

Proper names are used in a similar way to ordinary NPs, but some have a greater referential distance than 

Ns and they are also used less often for objects than Ns.  

3.1.4 NP + ngh  
There are several ways in which two reference devices can be conjoined when two participants are 

individually identified but form a joint argument of the verb.  For subjects the most common strategy is NP+ngh 

‘both’.  It only ever occurs with two participants, never more, and only with animate participants.  If three or 

more individuated participants form a joint subject, the three nouns are normally simply juxtaposed and 

grouped together with jhonjh` ‘together’ at the end of the NP, or the last noun is the sequence may be joined 

with the commitative conjunction l`h-  It seems that whereas l`h indicates equality of conjoined constituents, 

in this case the equal topicality of the participants, in constructions with ngh one of the participants (normally 

encoded by the first N) may be more topical than the other.  Because of this, the persistance of the dual subject 

is often very low.  Instead the subject in the following clause is often singular again.   

If one of the participants has been the subject in the immediately preceding clause, and is therefore topical, 

it is normally not referred to with an N again.  Instead the construction N ngh+ together with a plural verb, 

indicates that the subject is dual. The topicality often seems to switch after such a construction with the 

participant encoded by the N becoming the next singular subject.   

 212) lhnqh d,g`t g`q`h-  Ghm`,m` ngh j`,s,d,j`q`Ì`t q`mhm`h+ d,ghm`ud,m`ı 
boy 3-man well.  mother-3s both f-pl-3-go.up when, 3-say-TR 

‘the boy grew up well.  When (he) with his mother were about to go up, she said’ (Aiporo:015-6) 
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If both subjects were encoded by NPs the persistence of the dual subject is increased slightly, but often 

returns to one of the individual participants after two to three clauses.  If one of the participants is encoded with 

a pronoun, this is usually the participant who has been topical and will continue to be topical.  In some cases it 

does not seem that one participant in the XY ohi construction is more topical.  For instance in the two 

participants are reintroduced at the same time and remain joint subject for two following clauses before being 

dismissed together again.  However Iare is a minor participant, and seems to be viewed as ‘Naime’s wife’ and 

in this sense could be seen as being less topical.   

 213) Q`uhq`uh M`hld `s`v`,m` H`qd ngh tl`,h s,d,l`h 
afternoon Naime spouse-3s Iare both garden-PP pl-3-come 

‘in the afternoon Naime and his wife Iare came from the garden’ (RN2:011) 

There are also some cases where ngh is used to group two nouns together before a third is joined, forming a 

three person subject.  In this case the two joined with ngh usually stand in the same relation to the third 

participant.   

 214) L`h` g` `s`v`,m` ngh l`h m`gt,jh` qt` 'ı( s,d,lh`gn 
fish one spouse-3s both and child-3pl two (…) pl-3-stay 

‘a fish and his wife, and their two children (…) stayed.’  (Maia:002) 

The NP+ngh construction is not as common for conjoined objects; these are more frequently conjoined with 

l`h-  This may again be due to the fact that joint objects are more often equal in topicality. 

3.1.5 Topicalisation 

The usual position of topical constituents in Waima is sentence or clause initial.  Topicalisation in Waima 

can be therefore be done either by fronting a constituent or with the topicaliser g`mnm` and often with both 

these strategies together. 

3.1.5.1 Use of the topicaliser g`mnm`.g`m` 

The topicaliser g`mnm` is used quite frequently in Waima texts and can topicalise a variety of constituents 

from NPs to whole clauses.  It has a shortened form g`m`+ which is especially frequent in speech; in written 

text the longer form often replaces this and is seen by many speakers to be ‘the more correct form’.  The 

topicaliser has two main functions; it can mark the temporal or locational setting of a section of the discourse, or 

it can topicalise a particular participant within the discourse.   
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2-0-4-0-0 G`mnm` to mark background setting for discourse 

Where the topicaliser occurs after a temporal NP or adverbial, a locative PPs, or a whole clause, it can 

indicate the background setting for the event(s) which follow.  In fact g`mnm` occurs most frequently as a 

clause topicaliser and in this position it always has this function of encoding the background event or setting for 

the following clause.  Sometimes g`mnm` occurs on its own after the backgrounded clause, sometimes together 

with a conjunction. This use of g`mnm` with clauses is dealt with more fully in section 0. Here the use of the 

topicaliser with non-clausal constituents such as NPs, PPs and adverbials is considered, although some clause 

boundaries marked with g`mnm` are mentioned here, as they impinge on its use with NPs. 

Apart from where g`mnm` occurs clause finally, the most frequent use of g`mnm` is after a temporal NP or 

adverbial such as q`mh g` ‘one day’, u`qht ‘now’, v`q`mh ‘yesterday’ (215).  These temporal phrases occur 

clause initially, which is the normal position for topicalised constituents.  The only exception is where a 

vocative is used at the start of a speech utterence to indicate the addressee (216), but this can be considered as 

occurring outside the main sentence boundary (or as an instance of multiple topicalisation).  Temporals are so 

often background setting to an event that they normally occur sentence initally, even if they are not also marked 

by g`mnm`+ but if the temporal is new information, for instance in response to a question about the time of an 

event, it can occur later in the sentence.  This use is thus the most similar to that topicalising whole clauses as 

they both provide information about when an event occurs.  

 215) q`mh g` g`m` g`t g`sh`Ì`,m` s,d,Ì`qh 
day one TOP man relative-3s pl-3-die 

‘one day the man’s relatives died’ (RN2:031) 

 216) G`l`,Ìt u`qht g`m` dlt `mh`mh l,n,`mh 
father-1s now TOP your food IMP-2-eat 

‘my father, now eat your food!’  (Beraura:039) 

As mentioned previously the temporal NP q`mh g` 'g`m`( is often used to signal a new section in the narrative. 

The normal order in the clause of PPs indicating source (217) or location (218) is between the subject or 

object and the verb, while goals normally occur after the verb (219).  The subject occurs first as the usual topic 

of the clause. 

 217) M`hld `s`v`,m` H`qd ngh tl`,h s,d,l`h 
Naime spouse-3s Iare both garden-PP pl-3-come 

‘Naime and his wife came back from the garden’ (RN2:015) 
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 218) `hj` g`mnm` Ïtqh `nm`h m`,g,`,lh`gn 
we(INCL) TOP hole in pr-INCL-1-stay 

‘we are staying in a hole’ (Aiporo:010) 

 219) M`hld d,lhjhqh d,`n ln ond 
Naime 3-rise 3-go LIM beach 

‘Naime got up and went to the beach’ (RN2:004) 

When a locative is topicalised it is fronted and normally marked with g`mnm` too (220) and (221); this 

marks it as background or given information, provided before the main event. 

 220) @h`q`,h g`m` ghuhsnÌh unÌn,m` s,d,mt`s`d Adq`tq` m`gt,m` t`gn,m` vdh`,m`  
village-PP TOP youth many-3s pl-3-desire Sun child-3s girl-3s there-3s 

  o`,s,d,`s`v`,m` 
SUBJ-pl-3-spouse-TR 

‘in the village many young men wanted to marry Sun’s daughter’ (Beraura:007) 

 221) `g`,jh`,h g`mnm` Ï`q`v`h j,n,s`Ì`,m`jh` 
on-3pl-PP TOP spear IRR-2-put.up-TR-3pl 

‘on them put the spears’ (Aiporo: 018) 

 In some cases where the preposed PP expresses the location of the subject, the clause does not have the 

verb Ílh`gn ‘to stay’ as in (218) above but is instead verbless, resembling the equative clauses with topicalised 

participants discussed below.  In both (222) and (223) below the NP in the locative phrase has already been 

mentioned and is therefore fronted as given information, whereas the existence of the subject is new 

information. 

 222) l`h` o`o`,m` vdh`,m` `nm`h g`mnm` m`jt 
fish small-3s there-3s in TOP hook 

‘in that little fish (was) a hook’  (Maia:006) 

 223) qdlnqdln vdh`,m` `nm`h g`m` u`uhÌd g` 
bamboo there-3s in TOP woman one 

‘Inside that bamboo (was) a lady’ (RN2:008) 

2-0-4-0-1 g`mnm` to topicalise participants 

The form g`mnm` may also topicalise individual participants within discourse.  In this case the topicaliser 

occurs after a subject or object NP.  Persistance figures for pronouns and names used with and without the 

topicaliser clearly show that those with the topicaliser are indeed more topical as these participants remain 

active for a greater number of consecutive clauses than those without.   

 WITHOUT TOPICALISER  WITH TOPICALISER 

PRONOUNS 1.98 clauses 4.14 clauses 

PROPER NAMES 1.48 clauses 5.16 clauses 
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TABLE 4: average participant persistance with and without topicaliser 

The figures for plain NPs with and without the topicaliser are not so clear, possibly because N+hanona is 

used quite commonly for equative clauses, where its function is more to connect the subject and predicate rather 

than to topicalise the subject for a whole section of discours.  It is also used for the introduction of new 

participants where again it is not increasing the topicality of the participant, but rather just initiating reference to 

them.  

TOPICALISED SUBJECTS 

One common situation where the subject is topicalised is in a verbless equative clause. The topicaliser 

occurs between subject NP which functions as the topic, and an NP (224), adjectival (225) or numeral (226) 

predicate which form the comment.  This is in fact the second most frequent use of g`mnm` with NPs, after that 

of temporal NPs discussed above.  

 224) hst vdh`,m` g`m` l`qd` 
house there-3s TOP chief’s.place 

‘that house (was) a chief’s place’  (RN2:006) 

 225) `mh`mh g`mnm` l`tqh,jh` 
food TOP alive-3pl 

‘the food (was) alive’  (Maia:004) 

 226) m`gt,jh` g`m` qt` 
child-3pl TOP two 

‘their children (were) two (/ they had two children)’ (RN2:003) 

In some cases where the predicate of an equative clause is in fact verbal, although often derived from an 

adjective, the topicaliser is still used between the subject and verb, (227)-(228) as the subject is still the topic 

about which a comment is being made. 

 227) @honqn g`mnm` d,s`utq` 
pig TOP 3-strong 

‘the pig is strong’  (Aiporo:016) 

 228) g`l`Ìt g`m` d,jhÌ` jhÌ` u`g` 
father-1s TOP 3-bad very much 

‘my father is very bad’  (Beraura:032) 

As mentioned above a subject NP can also be connected to a preposed Locative PP in this way, forming a 

verbless clause to express the location of the subject, where the subject is new information. 

An adjective can also be fronted and followed by the topicaliser if a comment, description or explanation of 

a state is being made.  Thus in (229) the usual order of NP + g`mnm` + adjective is reversed and the adjective 

functions as subject and comes first followed by g`mnm` and the comment. 
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 229) m`ln,m` g`m` q`mh g` g`m` `t j,`,Ì`qh u`hnh-- 
good-3s TOP day one TOP I f-1-die lie 

‘(what would be) good (is if) one day I pretend to die…’ (RN2:034) 

Another instance where the subject is often marked by the topicaliser is when it contains a relative clause.  

As well as being used on its own to form relative clauses (see conjunctions), the topicaliser can occur after 

relative clauses containing the relative pronoun.  It thus marks the whole modified subject NP including the 

relative clause, as the topic about which the further comment is made. 

 230) l`d`qhl` s,d,l`h s,d,g`h g`t,jh` g`m` s,d,shu`g`ı 
people pl-3-come pl-3-cry REL-3pl TOP pl-3-say 

‘the people who came to mourn said…’ (RN2:032) 

The topicaliser is also commonly used to create parallel emphasis, (ie A did x and B did y) (231)-(232), or 

to emphasize a reintroduced subject (233).  These uses are similar in that the second subject in a parallel pair 

normally then remains as subject for the following clause(s). 

 231) H`qd ln m,h,g`h h` G`md g`m` `Ìh m,h,g`h 
Iare LIM pr-3-cry but Hane TOP not pr-3-cry 

‘only Iare was crying but Hane was not crying’ (RN2:032) 

 232) j`,s,n,lh`gn `t g`mnm` j,`,d`n 
IRR-pl-2-stay I TOP IRR-1-go 

‘(you) stay, I will go’ (Maia:003) 

 233) M`hld g`sh`Ì`,m` g`m` u`uhÌd s,d,hg` Ï`qh,m` 
Naime relative-3s TOP woman pl-3-see very-TR 

‘Naime’s relatives stared at the woman’  (RN2:037) 

TOPICALISED OBJECTS 

Objects can also be topicalised although this does not occur as frequently as topicalised subjects.  In (234) 

it is the object which is topical so the demonstrative pronoun encoding the object has the topic marker following 

it. 

 234) vdh`,m` g`m` hst qnut,m` `,s`Ì`,Ì`t,m` 
there-3s TOP house wall-3s 1-up-up-TR 

‘that, I put up in the house wall’ (RN2:020) 

As with topicalised subjects, objects modified by relative clauses (with or without the relative pronoun) can 

have the topic marker after them.  This makes sense as the fact that they are being more narrowly described by 

the relative clause indicates that they are topical. 

 235) o`hÌdqd hjto`h`,m` ln `q` l`g`,m`,h d,qdv` g`t,m` g`mnm` `Ìh d,u`sn,m` 
banana alone-3s LIM head outside-3s-PP 3-shoot REL-3s TOP not 3-wrap-TR 

‘(this) banana alone, who shot his head outside, he did not wrap’ (RN1:007) 

It is worth noting that in many cases where g`mnm` topicalises an NP, it in fact comes between two NPs 

and may help to ‘hold them apart’.  It is relatively unusual in Waima narratives to have both the subject and 

object realised by full NPs; one of them is usually marked only by verb affixation.  But where both do occur, 
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one of them is often topicalised and thus separated from the other by the topicaliser.  In cases like (236) if there 

was no topicaliser in between the subject and object NPs it could be misunderstood as a single complex subject 

NP:‘Iare’s husband cried for it ( object)’, so g`m` helps to mark the boundary between the two NPs.  

 236) H`qd g`m` `s`v`,m` m,h,g`h,`h,m` 
Iare TOP spouse-3s pr-3-cry-VAL-TR 

‘Iare mourned for her husband’ (RN2:036) 

Where a topicalised clause ends with a clause final goal NP, the topicaliser again comes between two NPs; the 

goal NP of the first clause and the subject or object NP of the second clause. 

 237) s,d,`n Adq`tq` dm` dj` g`m` m`gt,m` t`gn,m` ln s,d,s`ut,`gh,m` 
pl-3-go Sun his place TOP child-3s girl-3s LIM pl-3-find-out-TR 

‘they went to Sun’s place and found his daughter’  (Beraura:030) 

3.1.5.2 Topicalisation through fronting constituents 

Most of the examples above were fronted and marked with the topicaliser, but as noted previously, 

constituents can be topicalised by simply being fronted, without the use of the topicaliser.  Subjects or temporal 

phrases usually occur sentence initially, since they are the default topic, but when other constituents are moved 

infront of the subject they become topicalised.  In (238) for example, the locative phrase has been fronted and is 

topicalised, without the use of g`mnm`. 

 238) Hst qnut,m`,h qdlnqdln m,d,lh`gn 
house wall-3s-PP bamboo pr-3-stay 

‘in the house wall the bamboo is staying’ (RN2:021) 

3.1.6 Other strategies for retaining, dismissing and reintroducing participants 

3.1.6.1 Incompletive aspect to hold on stage or tag for reentry 

The verbal prefix m, which marks incompletive aspect3 is used in narrative texts to hold one participant on 

stage while another is reintroduced.  Although the subject changes as a different subject returns, the first subject 

is kept more accessible and is expected to return to subject position shortly because the action they were 

involved in was incomplete at the time of arrival of the other participant.  Thus in (239), six clauses after Naime 

and his wife return, the lady is reactivated, being found sitting on the platform where the last reference had left 

her. 

 239) d,lh`sh uth,m` m,d,st`qh,m` `nm`h g`m` M`hld `s`v`,m` H`qd ngh tl,`h  
3-sit hair-3s pr-3-comb-TR while TOP Naime spouse-3s Iare together garden-PP 

  pl-3-come 
s,d,l`h- 
‘she sat and was combing her hair when Naime and his wife came from the garden’ (RN2:015) 

                                                           
3 In the morpheme gloss it is marked as pr (present), to retain consistent glossing with the Grammar Essentials 
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This incomplete action serves as a background event to the second participant’s reentry, and is thus often 

marked with the topicaliser g`mnm` and sometimes with the explicit simultaneous conjunction `nm`h ‘while’-  

The first subject is not dismissed in the same way as if the event had been completed, but is in some way kept 

on stage through the use of this incompletive prefix.  This prefix could almost be seen as tagging the participant 

as being ready for reentry.   

2-0-5-1 dot` ‘it ends’ and the conjunction h` ‘but’ to signal dismissal 

Whilst dot` often just signals the completion of an action, or the end of a dialogue and return to the event 

line, it can also indicate that a change in subject is about to occur.   

 240) m`v` m,h,g`h,`h,m`- D,ot` ghm`,m` g`l`,m` dm` l`gn` vdh`,m`   
moon pr-3-cry-VAL-TR 3-end mother-3s father-3s his bilum there-3s  

  dm` g`utmh vdh`,jh` s,d,`Ìh,m`,jh` 
his clothes there-3pl pl-3-take-TR-3pl 

‘he was crying for the moon.  It ended, his mother and father took his bilum and clothes…’ 

In a similar way the conjunction h` ‘but’ is often followed by a change in subject, as mentioned in section 

0, and can thus be seen as dismissing the first subject.  

This contrasts with the non-literal use of dlhjhqh ‘3-rise/get.up’ which indicates that the same subject, will 

initiate a new action sequence often as a result of the speech, a period of thinking and decisions, thus moving 

from mental to physical activity.  After speech it can be the addressee who becomes subject, and dlhjhqh marks 

their action as a response to the preceding speech. 
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Appendix 1 
IN NON-SPEECH IN NARRATIVE TEXT 

 SUBJECT OBJECT LOCATIVE 

 Total 
occurrence 

As % of 
total S 
references 

Average 
referential 
distance  

Average 
persistance 

Total 
occurrence 

As % of 
total O 
references 

Average 
referential 
distance 

Average 
persistance 

Total 
occurrence 

As % of 
total LOC 
references 

Average 
referential 
distance 

Average 
persistance  

NP+g` 11 1.86 20 4.452 7 4.05 15.25 1.025     

NP+vdh`m` 15 2.45 4.5 2.052 13 7.51 6.446 0.68 6 12 8.08 0.33 

Plain NP 139 23.55 7.585 1.92 94 54.33 11.99 1.83 42 84 15.41 0.33 

Name 44 7.45 7.564 1.028 7 4.05 4.83 1.5     

PN 17 2.88 1.958 3.466 1 0.58 2 1 2 4 1 1 

Vprefix 
only 

364 61.69 1.27 2.248 51 29.47 1.21 1.463     

 

(continued on next page) 
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IN DIRECT SPEECH WITHIN NARRATIVE TEXT 

 SUBJECT OBJECT LOCATIVE 

 Total 
occurrence 

As % of 
total S 
references 

Average 
referential 
distance 

Average 
persistance 

Total 
occurrence 

As % of 
total O 
references 

Average 
referential 
distance 

Average 
persistance 

Total 
occurrence 

As % of 
total LOC 
references 

Average 
referential 
distance 

Average 
persistance 

NP+g` 2 0.86 23 0.5 3 3.16 13.66 3     

NP+vdh`m` 8 3.44 3.43 1.43 4 4.21 23.83 0.5 1 5.88 1 1 

Plain NP 32 13.79 5.556 1.402 43 45.26 14.515 0.77 15 93.75 17.86 0.063 

Name 11 4.74 8.6 2.95 2 2.1 5.5 2     

PN 34 14.65 2.66 3.52 5 5.26 1 0.875 1 5.88 20 0 

Vprefix 
only 

145 62.5 1.47 2.84 38 40 1.32 1.92     

TABLE 5:  frequency of different participant types as Subject, Object and Locative arguments, with average referential distance and persistance 

 

 

Note 1: Referential distance is the number of  clauses which occur between this reference and the immediately preceding reference to the same participant   Persistance is 
the number of consecutive following clauses in which the same participant occurs 

Note 2:  due to human fallibility these numbers are not entirely accurrate.  However the few mistakes noted during checking were not enough to alter the overall rank order of the 
referent devices, so the averages were not recalculated. 
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IN NON-SPEECH NARRATIVE TEXT 

SUBJECTS OBJECTS LOCATIVES 

Rank order   
(most common 
device first) 

% of references 
to S which use 
this device 

Rank order   
(most common 
device first) 

% of references 
to O which use 
this device 

Rank order   
(most common 
device first) 

% of references 
to LOC which 
use this device 

Vprefix only 61.89 Plain NP  54.33 Plain NP 86 

Plain NP 23.55 Vsuffix only 29.47 NP+vdh`m` 12 

Name 7.45 NP+vdh`m` 7.51 ProN 4 

ProN 2.88 Name 4.05   

NP+vdh`m` 2.54 NP+g` 4.05   

NP+g` 1.86 ProN 0.58   

IN DIRECT SPEECH WITHIN NARRATIVE TEXT 

SUBJECTS OBJECTS LOCATIVES 

Rank order   
(most common 
device first) 

% of references 
to S which use 
this device 

Rank order   
(most common 
device first) 

% of references 
to O which use 
this device 

Rank order   
(most common 
device first) 

% of references 
to LOC which 
use this device 

Vprefix only 62.5 Plain NP 45.26 Plain NP 88.23 

ProN 14.65 Vsuffix only 40 NP+vdh`m` 5.88 

Plain NP 13.79 ProN 5.26 ProN 5.88 

Name 4.74 NP+vdh`m` 4.21   

NP+vdh`m` 3.44 NP+g` 3.16   

NP+g` 0.86 Name 2.1   

TABLE 6: rank order of frequency of occurrence for different referent devices encoding Subject, Object 
and Locative arguments in non-speech and direct-speech within narrative texts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  NP+g` NP+vdh`m` Plain NP ProN V affix 

NON-SPEECH in narrative texts 

Subject Animate 90.9% 75% 79.4% 100% 93.7% 

 Inanimate  9.09% 25% 20.6%  6.28 

Object Animate 14.2% 35.7% 37.5% 100% 38% 

 Inanimate  85.8% 64.3% 62.5%  62% 

DIRECT SPEECH in narrative texts 

Subject  Animate 50% 62.5 75% 100% 92.3% 

 Inanimate  50% 37.5 25%  7.7% 

Object   Animate   12.8% 50% 82.1% 
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 Inanimate  100% 100% 87.2% 50% 17.9% 

TOTAL (speech and non-speech) 

Subject  Animate 84.6% 70.8% 78.6% 100% 93.29% 

 Inanimate  15.4% 29.2% 21.4%  6.7% 

Object Animate 10% 27.7% 30.4 75% 57.3% 

 Inanimate  90% 72.3% 69.6 25% 42.7% 

TABLE 7: Animacy of particpipants encoded by different referent types 
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